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l~ HISTqRl£f~~: (The follovJing is a resume of the Historical Introduc
tl.on to C. E. weatheieburn's 1tElementary Vector Analysis1t .) 

2. The method of subjecting vector quantities to scalar algebra by resolution 
into three components is due to Descartes (1596-1650). The need of a calculuR
for dealing di.rectly with vectors has . long been recognized; Leibnitzmade an 
attempt, but with little success (1679). In 1806, Argand showed how a geomet ..... 
rical representation could be given to ·the- -complex number. This was- important 
to the theory of complex variables; but gave the wrong impression that the 
theory of real vectors is necessarily dependent upon that of complex numbers. 
This idea has not entirely disappeared. In 182~, Mtlbius, one of Gauss' pupils, 
published his 1tBaryo:.mtrisches CalculH. This was a forerunner of more general 
analysis by Grassmann. In 1832, Be11avitis published 1tCalco10 delle Equipo1-
lenze1t , which deals systematically with geometric addition and equality of 
vectors. In 1834-44, Hamilton produced his II Quat.ernions" , and at the same 
time, Grassmann produced his "Ausdehnungs1ehre". These authors, working inde
pendently, and along different lines, devel.oped similar analyses. 

3. The quaternion is a sort of 11 sum", or complex of a s(,-31ar and a vector, 
although originally defined as the Ifquotientlf of two vectors. The "!msdehnung-
slehre" is an algebra of geometric forms. 

4. Tait, (1831-1901, Scotch), was. a friend of Hamilton, and a strong exponent 
of q1W.terrions. He wrote a text, (1867), IlElementary Trea.tise on Ouaternicns". 

5. Neither Hamilton's nor Grassmann's system met the needs of physicists or 
applied mathematicians, being too general and too cQffiplex for the requirements 
of ordinary calculations •. "The ideas involved in the scalar an1.vector quan
tities of mechanics and physics are much simpler than those of Hamiltonfs 
theory, in which imaginaries playa large part, C!nd vector3 a:;.j scalars appear 
a s degenerate quaternions rather than in their own right. 11 

6. The feeling hecame general that e. simpler system was needed. Various men, . -
in different countries, developed identical analyses, asfar as elements and 
functions are concerne.:.i. The differences lay only in terminology and notat.ion. •. 
In Germany, the men. who made noteworthy contributions were F8ppl, Abraham, 
Btlcherer, Fischer, Ignatowsky, and Gans: in England,' Oliver Heaviside: and L,\ 
the USA, Willard Gibbs. 

7. Gibbs was familiar with the work of- Grassmann and Hamilton, and, reali~bg 
the need of a simpier system, developed what he called the Vector Analysis. 
He published privately, for his students, a pamphlet entit1ect "Elements of 
Vector Analysis". This was not formally. published until 20 years later, when 
he reluctantly consented to the publication of a fairlY complete treatise. He 
was reluctant because he considered it to be only a special adaptation of the 
work of others. This was true of some parts of the book, but he contributed 
largely in systematizing the subject, and ajvanced it in cert.ain fields. 

8. Oliver Heaviside, in England, independently developed an almost identical 
system, for use in his work in Electromagnetic Theory. 

9. Tait, in Scotland, objected violently, and a eonttoversy between the quater~ 
nior~ts and vector analysists was started, which lasted for several years. 
Vector Analysis won out, simply b~cause it is the more usable system. 

}, 
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10. Dr. Edwia Bidwell Wilson, ther: of Yale, later of M.I.T., a former pupil of 
Gibbs, wrotle the first full exposition of Gibbs' work, "Veo\or AnalYsis" (19')1, 
Yale Ur.iversity Press, 2nd EdHion, 1909). 

11. The Italians have done a grea.t deal of work on this subject. Outstanding 
are Prof. R. l~rcolongo, of the University of Naples, and Prof. C. Bureli
Forti, of the WJ.litary Academy of Turin. (Elements de Calcul -Vectoriel", 
Paris, 1910; and a larger work, "Analyse Vectorielle ~n~rale", Paris, 1912.) 

12. The order of development of Vector Analysis has been the opposite of what 
mi;7,ht have been expec+.ed. To quote Heaviside (Electromagnetic Theory, vol. 1, 
p. 136): 

13. "Suppo~e a sufficiently competent mathematician desired to find out from 
the Cartesian methematics what vector algebra was like, and its laws. He could 
do so by careful inspection and comparison of the Cartesian formulae. He would 
find certain combinations of symbols and quantities occurring again and again, 
usually in systems of threes. He might introduce tentatively an abbreviated 
~;.otatio.ll for these combinations. After a little practice he would perceive the 
laws according to which these combinations arose and how they operated. F.L~y) 
he would come to a very compact system in which vectors themselves and certain 
simple fun-tions of vectors appeared, and would be delighteq to find that the 
~iles for the multiplication and the general mauipulation of these vectors 
w~re, consideri~g the complexity of the Cartesian methematics out of which he 
had discovered them, of an almost incredible simplicity. But there would be no 
a:trgo. of a quaternion in his result, for one thing; and, for another, there 
wc..'Jld be no metaphysics or abstruse reasoning req\iired to e'stab1ish the rules 
of !flaripulation Df his veetors." This is the logical way for Vector l',nalysi? 
to have developed, but it is not the way it happened. Its manner of origin has 
~:ur~ed against it, but this prejudice has largely disappeared, and the analy
S:tn has become very popular. It is aL'l1ost indispensible in three dimentional 
WGrk in almost every branch of mathematical physics. The main difficulties 
left in the way of universal use are the differences in notations used hy dif
t;:;'l~rlt authors, but even these difficulties are being wiped out. 

ll~. PEFINITIONS: 

:J~.l A SC;'\LAR QUANTITY has magnitude, but is not related to any definite direc
~,:jl)n in spa~e. To specify a scalar, a unit quantity of ilhe se.me type is needed, 
as well as t.he ratio the given quantity bears to that unit, so that it may be 
~7pre~sed <is a multiple of that unit. EXAMPLES OF SC,~LARS: Mass, Volume, 
d.Brlsity, speed, temperature, work (energy), quantity of heat, electria charge, 
potent:i.al. 

l~.2 A VEr.TOR QUANTITY has magnitude, and is related to a certain definite 
Ci.J.re,..t,iofj in space.. To specify a vector is needed not only a unit quantity 
of the same kind considered apart from direction, and a number which is the 
measure c'f the original quantity in terms of this unit, but also a statement 
cf its directlon. EXAMPLES OF VECTOR I.,UANTITIES: Displacement, velocity, 
a~~eleration, momentum, force, electric and magnetic intensities. 

A Vector quantity can be represented by a straight l.ine, proportional in 
length to the magnitude of the vector quantity, and drawn in the proper direc
tiom. Su~h a straight line is commonly called a VECTOR. 

FLM-l/2'/51 
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14.3 The MODULE of a Ve.ctor is the positive number which \j,,5 the measure of 
its length. B 
14.4 A UNIT VECTOR is· one whose module is unity. FIGURE 14.4 

14.5 Conventions for representing vectors may be illustrated by the accompany
ing figure, where the vector might be indicated by AB, AB, i, or ~. In print, 
heavy type is somet.imes used to indicate a vector. The unit vector of ~ is 
usually re.presented by~, the magnitude of !i by a. Thus, 

a=a~. 

For ease of typing, the letter representing a vector will be underlined, in 
this paper. 

14.6 EQUAL VECTORS. If a = b , then *' :: 'b' , which means that their direc
tions are identical; and that-a = b J which indicates equality of magnitude. 

14.7 A ZERO or NULL VECTOR is one whose module is zero •. fIll null vectors are 
necessarily equal. 

14.8 The vector which has the same module as ~, but the opposite direction, 
is defined as the negative of ~, and is denoted by -~. 

14.9 The value of a vector depends upon its length and direction, but is 
independent of position, the vector not being localized in any definite line. 
A single vector cannot, therefore,completely represent the effect of a 
localized vector quantity, such as a force acting on a rigid body. This 
effect depends upon the line of action of the force; and it will be shown 
later that two vectors are necessary for its specification. 

15. ADDITION and SUBTRA'CTI:ON OF VECTORS. 

15.1 ADDITION. If three points, O,P, R, are chosen so that 'op :: 2. and PR 
'" b, then the vector OR is called the (vector) sum or resultant of a and b. 

De;;-oting OR :y.£!!.g:v:~ FIG. 15.11 H h 0 R 

O~~-a~~~' 0 a P 
, By figure 15.12 it may be seen also, that c== b + a FIG. 

15.12 
i 

By following this line of reasoning, we find that the sum of any number of 
vectors is independent of the order and grouping of the terms. 

15.2 SUBTRftCTION. The subtraction of b from a is understood to be the addi
tion of -b to a. That is, ~ - b :: ~ + ('-.2). From the figure, where QO = RP 
.,; 12., and QR ::oOP =~ , 

FLM-'1/26/51 
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a + b "" QR + RP ". QO + QE == QP 

~ - ~ '" OQ + Q.R == OP + PR == OR • 

o a 

Q[ 
Q~----~--a----~~ 

P 

FIG. 
15 .. 2 

16. MULTIPLICATION BY A NUMBER. If m is any positive real-number, ma indi
cates the vector in the same direction as a, but of ill times its length. 
For example, Newton's Second Law may be written E "" ~ , where E , the force, 
has the same direction as ~,the acceleration, but is m times as great, 
where m is the mass, a scalaro 

17. COMPONENTS OF A VECTOR. 

17.1 Three or more vectors are said to be COPLANAR when a plane can be drawn 
parallel to all of them, otherwise, they are NONCOPLANAR •. Any Tector, !: , can 
be expressed as the sum of three others, parallel to any three non-coplanar 
vectors. Let a, b, c, be'unit vectors in the three given noncoplanar direc
tions. With any poifit O'as-0rigin take QE ". !: , and on OP as diagonal, con
struct a parallelopiped with edges OA, OB, OC, parallel to ~, E" £, respectively. 
Then, if x, y, z, are the measures of the lengths of its edges, !: is expressible 
as the sum 

r "" OA + AF + FP == OA + Q.g ... OC C .<:-____ ~ 

== xe. + yE, + z£ • 

Then £ is the resultant of the three vectors, 
~, y~, z£, which are called the components of 
£ in the given directions. (x, y, z may be 
either positive or negative.) If two vectors 
are equal, their components, parallel to the 
same axes, are respectively equal. 

·x 

FIGURE 17.1 

E ,,----.--~ P 
/" 

t. .---, 

A 

/'" 
IB 

----\ 
" "-

'F 

17.2 UNIT VECTORS, i, j, ~. Usually vectors are resolved into components 
parallel to the Cartesian axes, x, y, z. The unit vectors along the x, y, 
and z axes are i, j, and~, respectively. (Note that neither i nor j in this 
notation is the symbol for~) Thus, a vector, !: may be represented by 
r = xi + yj + z~. The sum of several vectors, !:l' !:2' £3' etc., would then 
be 

( ~i + Ylj + zl~ ) + ( ~i + Y2j + z2k ) + ••••••• 

.. ( ~ + x2 + X, + '... ) i + ( Yl + Y2 + Y3 + ••• ) j + ( zl + z2 + z3 + ••• ) 1£ 

17.3 Cartesian analysis deals with vectors and vector quantities by resolving 
them into rectangular components. In vector analysis} the quantities are 
treated, as far ,as possible, without resolution. 

FLM-l/26/5l 
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18.1 Position Vector. VJhen a vector OP is used to specify the position of a 
point P relative to another point 0, it is called the position vector of P for 
the origin O. 

Example: If p, q, r, ••• are n re~l numbers, 'the point G whose position 
vector is 

OG :2 ( p.§!. + q£ ... r.£ -:j: ••• ) / ( p + q .+ r + ••• ) 

is called the centroid of the given points with associated numbers p, q, r, 
respectively. (The centroid is independent of the origin of vectors.) Then 
the center of mass of a set of particles, whose associated numbers are their 
respective masses, ~, m2, m3, ••• at points £1' E2 , £3' ••• is 

r = (m1! + ~£ + ••• ) / (~ ... m2 + ••• ) ) 

r = ~mr./~m 

18.2 If the number of particles approaches infinity, (the 'case of a solid 
body), the limiting position of G is the center of mass of continuous distribu
tion. 

19 • GEOMETRY • 

Equations of some of the simple geometric forms are given here. 

19.1- Equation of a STRAIGHT LINE. The vector equation of a straight line 
through a given point A, parallel to a given vector, £, is 

£ = QE = OA+ AP 

a FIGURE 19.11 

o 
where ~ is the position vector of the point A, t is a variable .scalar, and £ 

'is tqe position vector of point P, any point on the required line 5 

The vector equatio~ of a line through two given points A 

A ~-~ B .' 

~\1XP r :z a + 

= ( 1 - t) ~ + tb 

19.2 Equation of a-PLANE. The equation of the plane through 
lel to ~ and £ is 

- P 

5~ where sand t are variable scalars. 

FLM-l/26/S1 
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The equation of the plane through point C, parallel to ~ and £, is 

!: ::I .£ + s~ + t£ 

The equation of the plane 
through three points A,B,C, is: 

= (l-s-t) ~ + sQ + t£ 

(£. - ~) 

19.22 19.23 

This form is not the only equation of the plane, nor is it the most con
venient. This will be discussed more in detail later. 

19.3 VECTOR AREAS. An area may be represented by a vector, perpendicular to 
its surface, of a magnitude proportional to that of the area. The ~ 
direction of the vyctor is determined by the direction in which the . 
boundary of the figure is described, the convention being: the nor- . 
mal vector ppl bears to this direction of rotation the same relation 
as the translation to the direction of rotation of a right-handed 
screw. FIG. 19 .. 3 

20. PRODUCTS OF TV;O VECTORS. 

20.1 From the nature of a vector, it is impossible to say wha.t the product of 
two vectors ought to be. But examination of the ways in which two vectors enter 
into combinations, in Physics and Mathematfcs, brings about the definition of 
two distinct kinds of products, one a scalar, the other a vector • . 
20.2 SCALAR or DOT PRODUCT. The scalar product of two vectors a and b, whose 
directions are inclined at an angle e , is the real number (scalar), ab cos e, 
and is written a.b = abcos e. It is commonly called the dot product because 
of the widely accepted method of indication. 

The following equations are mathematical statements of the rules govern
ing this type of multiplication. 

,. 

If ~ is perpendicular to Q , ~'£ ::: 0 , since cos e ::: 0 , 
If ~ has the same direction as £ , ~'2 ::: ab , since cos e = 1 • 
If a and b have opposite directions, a.b =- ab, since cos Q ::I -1 

- !.; ~ a2, and is commonly indicated as ~2 • 

The square of any unit vector is unity, Thus, i2=~2=~=1 , 

But since i, ..i, and ~ are mutually perpendicular, i'j=j·k=k·i=O 

Since the scalar product is a number, it may occur as the numerical coefficient 
of a vector. Thus, a-bc ::I (a.b)c is a vector in the direction of cwith 
module ~·bc. Similarly, !.bc.g ::I (~'Q) (£.£) , a scalar. 

e-, 
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20.3 VECTOR OR CROSS PRODUCT. The vectar praduct af two vectors a and b , 
whose directians are inclined at an angle R, is the vector whose module Is 
(ab sin 9), and whose direction is perpendicular to. both a and £., being pasi
tive relative to. a rotatio.n from ~ to. h. It is indicated-by (~ x Q) , hence 
the name. The follawing equatio.ns represent laws governing this kind af multi
plicatian. Note that in this multiplicatio.n it makes a difference which vectar 
is mentianed first. 

~ x £ .. ab sin Q !l , where n is unit vectcr perpendicular to. bath 3!. and h , in 
proper direction. 

. ' i x i = I x ~.~ ~ x k == 0 , since sin 9 = 0 • 

l x .i=k=-.ixi" jxk=i"'-~x.J., kxi=j=!x~. 

(11l2.) x Q :: mab sin lY !l :::: a x (mQ). ~ x (l? + £) = ~ x Q + ~ x .£ • 

( ~ + .£ + ---) x ( 1. + ill + --) .. ~ x 1. + ~ x ill + --- + b x 1 + 1:2. x ill + 

\ 

'But since 1 x .i ". j x 1 = k x k ". 0, and ~ x 1 == - 1 x ~ J etc., and 

1. 'x .i :::: k , etc. , 

~ x ~ == ( 8 2b3 - a3b2 ) i + ( a3bl - a l b3 )J. + ( a1b2 - G2bl ) k , 

ar 
a l a2 a3 

~ x b = bl b2 b3 
i j k 

in determinant form. 

21. EQUATION OF THE PLANE. Let p be the length af the perpendicular ON 
from the arigin 0 to the given' plane, and ~ the unit vectcr normal to the 
plane, having the direction 0 to. N. Then QN :::: ~. If ~ is the position 
vectcr cf any point P cn the plane, r • n is the prcjectien of OP an ON, and 
is therefcre equal to p. Thus t.he equaticn, 

!. • 1l' '" p , is the equatien cf the plane. 

This may be rewritten as 

r. • !l ... np ::I q (say),. and t.:n~s is taken 
as the standard form fer the ecjiJat1.on of a 
plane. 

FLM-il/26/51 
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The angle between two planes whose equations are r.g m q , and r.g' 
Q q' is the angle between their normals. But 

n • n' = nn' cos e 
1 n.n' , so tha~ e = cos- ______ _ 

• 
nn' 

22. APPLICt,TIONS TO MECH:.NICS. 

22.1 Work done by a force •. 

If I:I 8 forqe, £ :I displacement, and W = work done by force through ,displace
men~ £ , and e is the angle between I and d, then 

W :I F • d =Fd cos 9 • 

B 

F 

FI GURE 22.11 

Torque of a force (Moment). A FIGURE 22 ~12 
P 

The moment M of a force f about a point 0 is related to an axis through 0, 
perpendicular to the plane common to 0 and F. 

M .. !. x I , where!: is the position vector of any point on the line of action of 
F & M is represented by a vector perpendicular to £ and K ,.whose magnitude 
is rF sin OPN :::: Fr sin OPN .. F (ON), where ON is perpendicular to I. 

If there are several forces, .h, E2, £3' ---:- acting through the same point 

P, they have a resultant, !i , where R :I~.E .. 

+ ---

To express numericaliy the mo~ent of force I about 0, write 
I :I Xi. + YJ. + Zk and .!:.,. xi' + yJ.. + zl£. Then 

M .. !:,x.E:::: (YZ - zY)i + (zX'- XZ)j + (xY - yX)~. 

In this expression, the coefficients of i, J.., and k are the ordinary scalar 
moments of the force about the coordinate e.xes. It follows 1;,ha t the ordinary 
moment o'f a force .E about any straight line through 0 is the resolved part, 
along this line, 6f the vector moment of F about O. In the above case, Mx = 
M • 1 ,. yZ - zY, My = M • J .. zX - XZ, and Mz .. M • ~ = xY - yX • 

If there are several concurrent forces, it follows from the above that the 
scalar moment of the resultant about any axis through 0 is equal to the sum 
of the scalar momen~S of the several forces about that axis. 
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22.2 ANGULAR VELOCITY OF ;.. RIGID 'BODY P,BOUT t, -FIXED AXIS. 

A 

P 

o 

FIGURE 22.2 

Consider the, rotation of a rigid 
body, rotating about an axis ON, at the 
rate of w radians per second. The 
angular velocity of the body is speci
fied by a vector fl, whose module is w , 
and whose direction is parallel to the 
axis, in the positive 'direction rela
tive to the rotation. The velocity, y , 
of any point P in the body is given by 

= (CtJ • NP ) A 

23. PRODUCTS OF THREE VECTORS. 

23.1 The scalar triple product of three vectors a, b, and c, is the scalar pro
duct of i!. and ,£ x£.. It is the measure of the -volume-of the parallelo
piped whose edges are determined by three vectors. The value of this product 
is unaltered by changing the order of the factors, as long as the cyclic order 
of the factors is unaltered, or by interchanging the dot and cross. That is, 

a • (b x c) = ~ • (c x a) = c • (a x b) :: - - - - - - ---
I 

(~ x~) • .£ == (,£ x.£) • a :: (.£ X!!) • b , 
but a (£ x.£) :: .... 12 • (~x.s) • 

~ 

23.2 This product is usually written (abc), since only the cyclic order of the 
factors is important. Then (abc) :: - (acb). 

23.3 The value of the product is given by the determinant 

al a2 a3 
bl h2 b:3 
cl c2 c3 

23.4 The Vector Triple Product ~ x (~x.£) is the vector product of ~ into 
Ce. x .£)'. It is a vector in the plane of £ and~, and its value is given by. 

!:. x (E, x~) == ~ • cb - ~ • .2£. • 

The position of the brackets in this product is not arbitrary; for (~x £) x c 
is a vector iJ.1 the plane of 2. and ~ , and its value is 

I -

(~ x E,) x ~ :0: ~ • cb - 12 • ~ • 
, 

Neither can the order of the factors. be changed at pleasure. 

FLM-:l/26/51 
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23.5 (All of the preceding discussion has been taken from Weatherburn' s "Ele
mentary Vector Analysis". This book goes intb the geometry of the plane, 
straight line, the sphere very thoroughly. The following discussion of dif
ferentiation of vectors is taken also from Weatherburn.) 

24. DIFFERENTIATION. 

24.1 If ~ is a function of a scalar variable, t, and 8.!: is the increment in 
.!: corresponding to the increment 8 t in t, then the limiting value of the 
quotientS.r./St as crt tends to zero is called the derivative of~ with res
pect to t. We use the notation 

Lt 
St~o ... 

" ·d.!: 

dt 

The derivative of this function is called the second derivative, and so on. 

24.2 The rules for differentiating ~ and products of vectors are similar to 
those for algebraic sums and products. Thus 

d.!: d -(r + .§.. + ... ) '" -- + 
dt - dt 

d dr + -(!. ~) .. -=- . s r • 
dt dt 

d -(r x s) 
dt - -

dr 
=--=x.§.+!, x 

dt 

ds. 
-
dt 

dE. 

dt 

dE. 
dt 

+ • •• , 

pifferentiating both sides of the equality r2 ::0 r2 , and using the second of 
these formulae, we obtain 

r dl: j dt :::0 r 

Also, if ~ is a vector of constant length, a 
is perpendicular to its derivative. 

24.3 Other examples of differentiations: 

d ( dr \ d
2
r 

CIt\f.x dt 1= ! x dt2 

9~ dx dy.. dz k 
dt ::0 dt i + dt .:2 + dt -

drj dt 

~dt :::0 0 , showing that a 

.JL (!?. E.~) ". ( ~ b c) + 
dt dt - - (~ dl? c) + 

dt - ( 
b dC) 

~ - dt 

FLM-l/26/5l 
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25. INTEGRATION. Integration is the reverse process to differentiation. The 
vector E , whose derivative with respect to t is equal to £ , is called the 
integral of £ , and is written 

E = j£ dt 

A constant of integration may be introduced as in algebraic calculus. Thus 

d£ dt = r2 + C ~ 
dt 

d
2

r 
The equation ~ ~ _n2r may be integrated after 

dt~ - . 
members with 2 :~ We then obtain(~) 2 = 

dr =rx-=+C 
- dt 

scalar multiplication of both 

C _ n2£2 • 

A definite integral is defined as in ordinary calculus. 

26. RIGID KINEMATICS 

26.1. The motion of a rigid body about a fixed axis is at any instant one of 
rotation about a definite axis through that point, called the instantaneous 
axis. The angular velocity can then be represented bya vector! parallel to 
this axis. The velocity of the particle at the point r is v :: 1;. x r, the 
fixed point being taken as origin. - - - -

26.2 When no point in the body is fixed, take the position of any particle 
as origin, and let v be the velocity of that particle. Then the velocity of 
any other particle ;hose position vector is £ is Y = y + ~ x £. The vector 
! is independent of the origin, and is called the angular velocity of the body. 

26.3 Any motion of a rigid body is equival€~t to a screw motion. The axis 
of the screw is parallel to A ; and the velocity of any particle on the axis 
is along the axis; being the-same for all such particles. The two invariants 
of the motion are A2 and r = v • 11 , where y is the velocity of any particle. 
The pitch of the screw is 

26.4 Simultaneous angular velocities about a fixed point are compounded by 
vector addition. Simultaneous angular velocities about parallel axes are 
compounded like parallel forces. Any simultaneous motions corresponding to 
velocities Yl ' Y2 , .~. of a particle chosen as origin, and angular veloci
ties !l ' 112 ' of the body about that point, are compounded by vector addi
tion of the velocities of the origin, and vector addition of the angular 
velocities. 

FLM-l/26/5l 
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VECTOR ANALYSI S 

27. N" attempt has been made to give any justification of statements made in 
this paper,and n~ attempt has been made to be thorough in this necessarily 
short summary. 

28. "Elementary Vector Analysis", by C. E. Weatherburn was used almost ex
clusively in this discussion. Other elementary books are J. G. Coffin's 
"Vector Analysis" ~ and Brands's "Vectorial Mechanics!! • For more advanced work 
see Weatherburn' s 11 Advanced Vector l~nalysisll, Haas' "Theoretical Physics" and 
other becks. There are many books in Vector Analysis in the main library at. 
the University of California. 

Brand Vectorial Mechanics QA805 B7 1930 
(A1s('\ in Eng. lib,rary 375 Ba17) 

tjoffin Vect0r Analysis QA261 c6 1911 
V\eatherburn Elementary V.A. QA261 W42 

" Advanced V.A. QA261 W4 

1"f.M-1j:.-l,j:;1 
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COMPUTATION AND MEASUREMENT OF Q AND Rs 
, '.~,,' :',.~ 

(.)~ )' /'..> 0 

Zo -. 
io '. -
Vo : 

6J --
W~:; 

Characteristic 
Impedance 
Curren t' at peak of cycle 

Voltage at peak-of cycle 

Frequency (Angular) 

Frequency at resonance 
(Angular) 

If the resonance curve of a circuit is plotted as above, it wa/? shown 
that the width of the resonance curve at. O~707 of the height of the· curve 
is equal to 1 

Q 

It was also shown that 

2 
R 

a -- Vo 
2P 

Where Rs = Wc. Q = Zo Q 

(2-1) 

To get a high voltage for a given amolll1t of power, both L/C and Q should 
be large. HOWl then, shall we go about it to get these values larger? 

In a circuit of this type, since Q = .../L/C , 
R 

Q will be increased by decreasing R 

The most obvious way to decrease Risto increase the amolll1t of copper 
as by putting another inductance in parallel. 

How to increase the value of L/e 

This can be done by decreasing e 

The plates of the condenser can be moved apart. 

FilA 12/5/50 
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Carrying these two processes to the limit will result in a cavity 

having the capacity element consisting of . 

the two end plates and the inductance .that due to the length of the cyl
inders. 

Another way to look at this is consider the circuit as shown here. 

Now I 

The two end plates have a capacity and the connecting line has 

an inductance. The resistance of the connecting wire can be 

reduced by adding more in parallel, until the limit is reached of 

entirely surrounding the space with a cylindrical shell. 

Q = 2 1T Energ7 Stored 
Power loss cycle 

-- (2-2) 

Also from (1-35) 

= (2-3) 

Llc is a function of the geometry of the system only. This is diffi
cult to measure directly, since for a cavity the inductance and capacity 
elements are mixed together. It is difficult to measure V, altho P can be 
measured readily. Q is easy to measure by measuring the width of the reso
nance curve. 

The values of Rs and Q can be computed, knowing the geometry of the 
cavity and the conductivity of the copper, and it is evident from (2-2) and 
(2-3) that for a given power loss per cycle Q and Rs both vary in the same 
way. A measurement made of Q will give a correction factor for the computed 
value, and this same factor will then apply to correct the computed value of 
the shunt impedance Rs-

Dynamic Behavior of Circuits 

The discussion so far has considered steady state conditions, that is 
the conditions after oscillations have continued long enuf so that each 
oscillation is the same as the preceding one. Actually the circuit has to 
start from rest, and since energy has to be built up in the system tQ reach 
the steady state condition this will take time. How long will it take to 
build up? 

After eqUilibrium is established all the power input goes into losses. 
The process~of building up to this point is called excitation. If the total 
power imput is constant the conditions with respect to time may be represen
ted thus 

ELM 12/5/50 
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~---------------------------------- Constant , 

S1!l 
dt -- - -. 

P ov1er Impu t 

-. 
t 

Page 3 

At the start 
Fa is low. For a 

the current is small, and the power loss due to resistance, 
constant power imput the remaining power 

(p - PR) 
goes into storage. 
energy stored with 

This power is evidently equal to the rate of change of 
respect to time or 

~~ = (p-Pa) 

The full line above represents the way the power loss due to resistance 
varies, and the dotted line represents the variation of dU 

dt 

An order-of-magnitude estimate of the time required may be made by 
n<?ting that at equilibrium Q = 2 1T Energy Stored 

Power loss per cycle 

For a constant power input the energy that is put in per cycle is therefore 

~ fraction of the final energy U. 
Q 

It will therefore tako, as the general order of magnitude, '~rr cycles 
to reach equilibrium. A system with high Q will therefore take', some time 
to build up to final· voltage. 

To describe this mathematically the transient conditions must be con-
sidered. R 
~~ 

vr.....l-.- -Ley 
T T 

Consider a circuit consisting of capacity and resistance,. to which a source 
of voltage, such as a battery may be connected. When the switch is closed' 
the voltage of thebattory does not appear aQ.ross the condenser immediately. 
Tho voltage is dividod across the resistance and the condenser as long as 
tho current is flowing as follows . 

v = JR + qjc (2-4) 

FLM 12/5/50 
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At the start, q is zero, and the voltage drop across the resistance will be 
V. The current will start out equal to ~ As the. eurrent flows t the charge 
q increasest and the voltage across the condenser ~ncreases proportionately. 
The available drop across the resistance is correspondingly reduced, and the 
current decreases. 

Since i : dq (2-4) may be written 
dt 

v= ~ R + ~ 
dt C 

(The crom.plex foro. just oannot be used here, since this only applies .... T-here 
the vol tage is varying sinusoidally.) 

(2-5) has the following solution 

q = CV (l-e -t/R~ ) 

We may plot this as followa. 

1.01----------------------------~==~~ 

q/VTJ 

1.0 2.0· 

I 
·1 

0.951 

tiT' 

(2-6) 

= RC is the time constant of the circuit and the curve is plotted in 
terms of the number of units of time equal to the time constant. 

This is a transient solution. It will be noted that equilibrium will 
only be reached exactly when 'I = 00. Actually for practical purposes 'i1e 
will cOl1siderequilibrium is reached when the voltage reaches the battery 
voltage to within a tolerance that is small enu! to be neglected for the 
purpose 'se.y 1% or 5%. . In the curve above the 5% toleranee value will be 
reached when tiT = 3.0. 

For a cirouit consisting of inductanee and resistance we have 

w
r =3. r. T ... 

FLM 12/5/50 
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For this case 

V: i R + L di (2-7) 
dt 

Whence 
i ;: ~ (1" e -...!.. ) 

R riR (2-8) 

The same may be used to represent the variation if 1'" is takc.n to be I/R for 
this case. 

From the above,'it is evident that the higher the inductance or the 
lOlier the resistance, the longer will it take to .build up the current to the 
steady state • 

Time to put power into a resonant circuit. 

r-~--------------~========~tolerance 

u 

t/'1" 

Suppose we have a pulsed accelerator (uhere the power is applied in pulses, 
.with intervalS between.) The voltage ilill build up as shbilll above. It may 
·be questioned, why not put higher power in at the start, and thereby reduce 
the time? The answer to this is, if higher power is available, uhy not use 
it all the time rather than only at the start? This leads to the conclusion 
that the maximum available pOrler input should be used at all times, to de
crease the build up time. 

V,'e may write P:9:!L + 
dt 

PO\7e!' 
Input 

Since 

Rate of 
Change 

of Stored 
Energy 

Power 
10ss-es 
due to 

resistanoe 

Q. _ U _ 2 1r Energy stored 
- Pr/~ - Pouer lo~s/cycle 

Fr ::: ~ 
Q; 

(2"'9)' becomes 

P ... ~+ ~ 
dt Q 

ElM ]2/5/50 
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This has the solution (see appendix for derivation) 

u = !:Q(l-e - W t/Q) 
(,.,) (2-11) 

The san~ curve for build up will apply again, by letting the time 
constant -r- = W /Q, and using as ordinate 

U at ,any time 
U final 

If the tolerance is 5%,,. = 3.0 so the build up time will be 

t :: 3Q· oyoles 
·21T 

As an example, if Q = 200,000 

3 x' Q ,....., 100 ,000 cycles' 
2.". 

The pulse length mu.st tclce account of this ti.'l'B. to build up 

~-tl ~.to::------~ - tl 
Build Up Productive 

Time Time 

For w = 12 me~acycles and 7' = 3.0 

= 100,001') 
12 ,000,000 

= -1- = 0.0083 seconds 
120 

The efficiency of the pulse will then be 

t2 - tl 

~ 

Decay 

The efficienoy of the pulse can be increased by ~Eking the productive 
time longer. so the question is raised. hov1 do we benefit from pulsing? 

The answer to this is a question of economy. If' a high power level is 
required for the desired particle acceleration this can be obtained more 
economically by pulsed operation, sinoe smaller power eqUipment can- be used 

Fn.~ 12/5/50 
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if it has provision for storing energy at a low'constant rate and r0leasing 
it in short pulses at a high rate. Furthermore, same equipment, such as the 
oscillator tubes. can be run'on pulsed operation at very much higher rates 
than their continuous rating, since the limiting condition is often one of 
cooling the tube. 

This may be illustrated thus 

Continuell.? 

D.C. 
Power 
Supply 

Cos propBrtiPBal 
tb Average 

-Power 

> Energy~ _____ ~~_ 
S'\orage ,. 

Cost pr~portional 
tr-, Pulse 
Duratinn 

Pulses 

(In the equation for variation of voltage for an alternating current 

V ::: Vo cos cut 
( (A) has been referred to in 
quen~y. In this sense <.0 is the 
rotating in a two pole magnetic 
current. J j I' 

the notes on the first lecture as the fre
number of radians per second~that a loop 
field would turn to produce the alternating 

Since one revolutirm requires 2 U) radians the number of cycles per second 
\,Iill be f ::: ()) /2<, and the time for one cycle will be t ::: i = :n) 

W 
Energy Released on Occurrence of a Fault 

The energy stored in a resonant circuit in the steady state is, from 
(2-2) 

v~here PR is the power' bss due to resistance, which in the steady state is 
equal to the power input. The energy storage is a matter of concern in con
nection with protective devices. The power dissipation may become very high 
in a circuit with high energy content. Consider, for example the power dis
sipation if the energy of the circuit is released in a single cycle, as by 
the nccurrence of a short. The time for one cycle is ~/~ se the power 
dissipated in one cycle will be . 

FUJI J2/5/50 
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The energy storage in the 40 ft. linear accelerator at the U. C. Hadia
tion Laboratory is about 400 watt seconds. If this power is discharged in 1 
microsecond, the instantaneous power would be 400 me~awatts. For 9 frequency 
of 150 megacycles, a discharge in one cycle would take only rk sebond and 
the power would be 60,000 megawatts. 

This is all that will be said about LC circuits. 

Putting Power into a Resonant Cavity 

Power may be put into a resonant cavity to excite it by electromag-

netic or electrostatic means. 

To put it in by electr<m1ag.netic 

means we may in effect make a 

transformer by linking the power 

source into a perti on of the i nl'" 

ductive circuit of the circuit. 

Actually this can be done by putting a lo~p into the cavity, f~edinF, it thru 
a hole in the side, thus 

(actually the loop plane is 
normal to the axis) 

Since it is desirable to have a voltage multiplication, and the secondary 
(which is the cavity) has in effect only one turn, this can be done by having 
the loop enclose only a fraction of the field of the cavity. This makes a 
transformer with a ratio of turns nl/n2. Now when one circuit is connected 
to another by a transformer the impedance of the transformer ~n tne input 
side will depend on the impedance on the output side times the square of the 

.turns ratio, or 

SUEPose it is desired to develope 100)000,000 volts in a cavity, and only 
10 volts can be used in the primary. This means that 

FLM 12./5/50 
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This means that the input impedance will be 

For 

This 

Let 
is 

2R 
output 

-4 2R 
= (10 ) output =: 

such a cavity the measured shunt impedance will 

Rs ~ c, \fLiC Ai 3 1 8 . x 0 ohms 

means that the input impedance Rinput will be 

us see what this means in the primary circuit. 
2 V 

P = 
~nput 

-8R 
10 output 

be 

8 -8 
3 '10 . 10 N 3 ohms 

The power in the primary 

If the voltage in the primary is limited to 104 Volts and Rinput is 3 ohms, 

(104)2 7 
P T = 3'3 '10 watts. 

or 33 megawatts 

This is impracticable at the present time. 

The maximum continuous power ratinf:, for the hr~est oscillator nov· avail
Eble is 0.5 me[awatt. 

The answer for this situation is to use multiple power sources to supply 

the power. If 10 such ,power sources are used, 
nl 2 

(n;::-) must be 10 times as laree or the imped
It. 

ance of the primar3T v\'Ould 
n 2 -7 

= 30 ohms and (-1) = 10 
n2 

be 10 x 3 ohms 

-8 
instead of 10 

. nl ,r:-::- 4 -4 
m9k~ng - tV V 10 • 10- /1./: 3.16. 10 

. n2 

Suppose we already have such a system and a ne'w power source 10 times as 
large is developed. The primC'.ry must then h,we to be made smaller in the 
ratio of l/Vnumber of power sources. This requires a smaller loop for hi~her 
power input. . 

This illustrates one of the difficulties of driving a large cavity from 
a sinf,le source 

FU~ 12/5/50 
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;,t resonance the reactance of c:m LC circuit acts as a pure resistance 
and the formula ?bove would make it appear that the input impedflOce on the 
primary side would also app6ar as a pure resistive load. j"ctually all of 
the field of the primary will not link into all of the turns of the second
ary, and the loop will still appear to he>ve some self inductance. This is 
leakage rEo:'1 ctance. The primary should helve a lov<' self impedance to mini
mize the input impedance. The circuit carrying poy.'er to the loop 1~'ill be 
equivalent to this C 

-1. 

Self inductance of loop 

To keep the input impedance low, with respect to R, the loop must be 
. designed v'lith thick vdde sheets, rC1ther thana round "'ire. 

FLM 12/5/50 
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Appendix 

Derivation of Solution of Equation (2-10) 

Let z = P - WU 
Q 

dz = - w dU -dt r dt "'":,.. 

Substitute in (2-10) 

z = ..1L dz 
UJ dt 

dz = _ w dt 
z (; 

lnz=- w t +C 
~ 

This may put in the form 

ln ( ~ ) := ~ cl r 

II from (a) z - p , since 
t=O 

from (f) at t = 0 

U = o Clt t 

1 (z)\ - 0, from which find (g) 
n Cl t=O-

Cl = P 

So (e) becomes 

whence 

ln (F) = - 'tit 
- wt 

z = Pe T 

substituting (j) in (a) 

- wt -w_u 
Pe -c- = P ( 

Solving for U 

U = P( ( 1 - e 
W 

0 

(2-10) 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(h) 

(j) 

(k) 

(1) 

That this is the solution may be verified by differentiating and sub
stituting back in (2-10) • 

FilA: 12/5/50 
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ERRATA 

N ext to last line on the page 

power input is constant the conditions 

f 
On the diagram 

, Constant Power Input 
't 

Line below diagram 

of( = RC is the time constant of the circuit 
t 

Fourth line below diagram 

only be reached exa.ctly when t/ ~ = ~ 
-t 

Line 4 
. ',) 

constant:'.. Q/IJ) 

t 
Line below sketch 

Since one revolution requires 27/ radians 

Lower equation 

u = Q PR 
OJ 
" 

Added diagram -

l' 
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By Dr. Andrew Longacre 
12/18/50 

TRANSMISSION LINES 

A transmission line is for the purpose of uransmitting alternating cur
rents froin a source t~ a point of use. The most general treatment is to con
sider a disturbance in a field which is transmitted thru the field. This is 
inserted in Maxwell' s,Equations, together with the boundary conditions, and a 
solution is sought. For some cases this can be done but in other C2ses dif
ficulties arise. 

Another method, as discussed. in Slater's IIA:icro-V'ave Transmission Lines" 
is to consider the line as· a series of 4-Terminal Networks 

(E 
Still another technique is to consider the line as a series of lumped 

constants 

T T T T 
i e will discuss first an elementary physical picture of what happens in a 

trfl.nsmission line and then express this more fully and more mathernatically. 

E 
It ~dll be convenient since the line 

may be of considerable length to &on-

sider the various characteristics of the line in quantities per unit length. 

The line has a chare.cteristic Inductance/Unit'Length = L 

a II Resistance/Unit Length = R 

a " Capacity/Unit Length = C 

and a " Transconductance 
or Lea k age / Unit Length = G 

The last item concerns the ~urrent which leaks across the insulation from 
one conductor to the other and d'ees not go 811 the WAy down the line. 

For a simple picture, consider a DC generator connected momentarily to a 

(-) 
FUi 12/27/50 

I 

L transmission line. A current starts to 

flow into the line. Since the line has 

inductance per unit length, a counter 

~. 
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emf is built up, because the inductance tends to resist a change in the cur
rent. (This is analogous to the reaction that the inertia of mass presents 
to a force tending to accelerate it.) . The 'va lue of the back emf is 

v = ~ (3-1) 
dt 

where. ¢ .. flux per unit length 

x .. length 

(By flux is meant the total strength of the Ill8gneticfield. Flux per 
unit length is the total magnetic field perpendicular to th~ plane thru the 
two conductors per unit length along the transmission line. The flux at any 
point is 

¢ = L1 (3-2) 

For this example it will be assumed that current starts to flow abruptly on 
contact and remains at a constant value until the contact is interrupted. 
This is a I1square wave. II Under these conditions the flux does not vary with 
time from front to back of the we.ve so C3-1).can be written 

v = ¢ ~ (3-3) 

No"", ~ is the rate at which the wave moves, or v ~ 
= dt 

V ¢V,:LIV 

The current alan.establishes a charge 

Q = CV per unit length 
( 

, , 
between the opposite portions of the two conductors where C is the capacity 
per unit length. The current is equal to the rate of change of the charge,or 

I ,: dQ _ d(VCx) 
dt - dt = VCv . (3-5) 

Combining equations (3-4) and 3-5) 

v = Lv·'" 1 
I ~u 

1 =-
LC 

or v = l 

If the generator has beE.;u 

---------L-I ______ . ___ ul ___________ _ 

FUll 12/27/50 

0-6) 

(3-7) 

rJi.f3C~()rlfle cted shortly after it wa S flonnected, 
thecl1rrent flow would represent a square 
pulse. The auestion arises, whpt keeps 
the rear end moving forward instead of 
dying out in place? ~':hen the source is 
disconnected the applied voltage drops 
to zero. 
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The magnetic field starts to die out, but as it does so it generates a 
voltage opposing the change. That is, the induced emf at the rear of the 
pulse attempts to keep the current flowing. This keeps the rear end of the 
pulse moving forward. 

In equation (3-6) we had V Lv == 
I 

and in (3-7) 1 
v ... --

\fLC 
Combining these 

V L ~L/C Zc (3-8) :s .. = 
I \f1C 

Zc is the CHARACTERISTIC IHPEDANCE of the line, and is mea sured in ohms. 

As the pulse passes down the line, energy is being stored in the magnetic 
and electric fields that are established, and t his energy is rest oped to the 
line at the rear end of the pulse. . 

We may express the velocity as follows: 

1 

v :::~LC = 
10 

3 x 10 cm/sec 
(3-9) 

'In the above}). is the inductance of free space and E-is the dialectric 
capacity of free space. When these are expressed in appropriate units the 
answer is the velocity of light in free space. 

In the development above no acc.,unt was taken of the r,esistan~e of the 
line. In most cases the resistance of transmission lines used in ctonnection 
with particle accelerators is low,·· so that computation of their electrical 
behavior can be made with su.fficient accuracy by omitting the resistence. 
This considerably simplifies the algebra. However, even though the resistance 
terms are omitted from the electrical computations, there may be large amounts 
of heat generated by the hea'vy current flows and c eloling must be provided tv 
take the heat away. 

1J';e have considered how a pulse travels down the line. Now the question 
arises, what happens at the end of the line? This depends on what is at the 
end of the line. In general we can expect some thing to come back. 

F12,! 12/27/50 

Consider a rectangula r pulse moving down 
a line. This will have a voltage and a 
current, as shown above. There' are two 
extreme cases that may be considered first. 
The t erminous may be 0 pen, or it may be 
shortcircuited. For the open terminus 
the current at the end must be zero. How 
can we picture what happens: 
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Suppose we consider an imaginary extension of the line with an imaginary 
current and voltage the same as the real pulse, but moving in the opposite 
direction . I 

........ , .................... .. 

~ v 
v ~-

(a) 
T 

1 
'~ I 
~ .. ··············•· ..... ·····.·f 

1:. 

If both current and voltage are in phase for t,he pulse moving to the 
right, and the current at the terminus is zero, then the imaginary pulse 
will have to have a current of opposite phase, so the current of the two 
pulses will neutralize at the terminus. The voltages should be in the same 
phase, since the circuit is open. 

Just as the pulse reaches the end of t.he line from the left, the imagi
nary pulse reaches the same point from the right 

--'110- 1:. -,...-_._-

v v 

I 

Now the voltages of the two pulses are in phase and add up where the two waves 
overlap, while the two c1.:.rrentsare of opposite phase and nullify each other 
just at the end. Shortly after this the condition is as follows 

.~ 

f 
-! 

i·· .... ·I 

(c) 
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and then, in succession 

'LV 

(1) 

(e) 

(f)\ 

""1-" 
~. 

I: <> 
At Overlap 

_ ,-t-!j 
- r.-:-i -

, , 
1 ! ..... ,.£ 

v 

r ................................ 

IV: 
~ 

v 

1: 
! ................................... . 

~ II r-T /-
I I 

I ........ , ..... I ...... ..(, 

FLM 12/27/50 ' 

The voltages of the real and imagin
ary pu~es add up while they are 
passing over the section of the line 
where they overlap, while the currents 
nullify each other over the sections 
of overlap. Finally when the elapsed 
time is emf for the width of the 
pulse to pass the end of the line, we 
have a pulse traveling to the left, 
but vdth current and voltage of op
posite phase. 

We may lot.')k at this e.s the result of 
two pulses of equal magnitude, but 
moving in opposite directions, meet
ing and passing at the juncture of 
the real line an~ its imaginary' ex
tension, and each pulse continuing 
in its original direction unchanged 
after they have passed each other, 
or we may consider that the pulse 
moving to the right has been reflec
ted, but with a change in phase of 
voltage and current, and that the 
imaginRrypulse moving to the left 
has also been reflected with change 
of phase. 
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Now consider what happens when the line is short circuited. In this case 
there Can be a current at the end of the line, but no voltage • 

............. I. ................. . r .. · .. ··· .. · .. i .. ·· ...... · .. · .. l· 
v i i 

! t 
! i 

L i 

v 

The imaginary pulse moving to .the left must· be considered as hAving the 
current of the same phase as that moving to the right but the voltage of 
opposite phase. The same process of reflection will occur except thCit the 
current will be reflected in the same phase as the original pulse with the. 
voltage of opposite phase 

-r .. · .. · .. · .. ··± ...... ·· .... l 
~ ; 

E 
Shorted Terminus 

Now censider an intermediate case, where the two conduotors ere connec
ted et, the end by a resistance. 

I , V .. 

•• 
IR VR (reflected) IT ,VT (transmitted) 

The square pulse coming from the left will hCl.ve a voltage V in one con
ductor with respect to the other, and Current I. We may assume that there 
will be a reflected pulse having a current IR and a volt~ge VR ; also that 
there will be a current IT thru the terminal resistance and a voltage VT 
across it. 

FLM 12/27/50 
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The current thru the terminal resistance will be, algebraically, . 

and the voltage 

Now from (3-e) V 
I 

0-10) 

(3-11) 

(3-12) 

If the incoming wave has voltage ~nd current in phase, the reflected wave 
will have voltage and oJ.rrent of opposite phases. tmch of these is p,ositive 
depends Qn the ratio of 

ZT to Zc ' or Terminal Impedance to Characteristib 
Impedance of the line. 

An open circuit is an extreme example of ZT being larger than Zc and a 
short circuit is an extreme example of ZT being small~r than Zc' Since the 
current and voltage phase relations are changed, theiropedance has a negatiye 
sign for the, reflected wa ve 

V 
R = - Z -rji c 

so 

Also ~ '" lL IT -vr 

Combining these 

T_ lL ::s Z I - Z I -r --r c c R 

R.r (I+IR) .. Zc .(1 - Ia) 

whence IR '" I (Zc - Rr) 
(Zc + Rr) 

0-13) 

(3-15) 

(3-16) 

(3-17) 

Let us check this for the two extreme cases 'of open and closed terminus. 

and 

For the open terIIlU.us, Rr = 00/ 

Ia .. I (Zc - 00 ) 

(Zc + 00 ) 

This is not convenient to draw conclusions :from" 
numerator and denominator by Rr. This gives 

Z 
I(Ri - 1) 

(ZC + 1) 

Rr 

FJ.M 12/27/50 

(3-19) 

so convert (3-17)' by dividing 
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V'lhen·Rr ""C/O, this becomes 

IR = - I (3-20) 

This is whet we got before for this case when Rr :::I 0 

which is again what we got before for this case. 

If , 

(3-22) 

That is, no current is reflected, and all the power is consumed in the l~ad. 
Since normally the transmission line is intended to put the power into the 
load, this indicates that this 'will be accomplished most efficiently by having 
a terminal resistance that is eqUal to the characteristia impedance of the 
transmisSion line. . 

SINUSOIDAL CURRENTS· IN TRANSMISSION LINES 

Now consider what happens if instead of a square wave, sinusoidal voltage 
and current is applied to one end of a transmission line having characteristics 

R, L, G, and C per unit length. 

In this case the voltage on the wave will change with x. 17e may write 

For the current 

dV = _ IR _ L dl 
dx dt 

dV 
- VG - C dt 

(3-23) . 

which says that the rate of change of current along the line is proportional 
to the leakage and to the rate of energy st~rage in the oapacity of the line. 

In order to simplify the development" we will consider the case where 
R ::: 0 and G ::: 0, which gives a good approximation for most of our cases. 

After computing the ~urrent, however, provision must still be made for removing 
the heat lo~t thru the resistance, whieh may be considerable. 

(3-24) in the simplified form will then be 

dI :is _ C dv 
dx dt 

FLM 12/27/50 
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Differentiating again with respect to x 

d2I d dV 
dx 2 :s - C dX dt 

Interchanging the order of differentiation 

/ d 2r d ~ 
dx2 '" - C (it dX 

But 

Vv'hence 

Page 9 

(3 .. 27) 

(3-29) 

This is generally known as the wave equation. Solutions 'f this equation are 
always some form of 

I =f (x - vt) (3-31) 

The func .. ion may be a c oaine function or other shape. 

Vihat do we mean by a wave? It may be considered as hump passing down 
the line 

x 

/ 
I 

......... 
. \ 

\ , 

For the wave to move with its shape unchanged, the v~lue of r must be 
the same at a point d x further along which will be reached at a time cit 
later. Substituting these (londltions in 0-31), and noting that of the wave 
is traveling at velocit~ v; 

d x = ,~ dt 

I =f[X + v d't 

= f 1x _. vt) 

which is the same as (3-31) 

- v (t + dt)} 

(3-32) 

If the wave is to travel in the negative direotion, the velo~ity must 
be made negative, giving 

1:11 f {x':" vdt + v (t + dt)} 

=: f (x + vt) 
F:lli 12/27/50 
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VIe may check that 0-32) is a solution of the wave equati. on as follows 

I :1 f (x - vt) 

.s!l= 
dx 

l 
f (x - vt) 

d 2r :s f·H. (x - vt) 
dx2 

Also d4I = f ltx _ vt) (MV\) 
dt 

; 

d?~ .. f' \·(x ... vt) v2 
dt 

Substituting in the wave equation (3-30) 

f H .. (x _ vt) :a. LCf' t (x .L vt) ,,2 

1 = v2 LC' 
1 

v=-
\{LC 

Or 

This shows that the wave equation is satisfied for a wave moving with velocity 
v :II 1 

vt~ 
A COMe or sine function will also satisfy the wave equation, as will 

exponential functions. This can be shown by using the exponential expression 
for the nosinefunction, as follows: 

Let 
I. = 

j (,-",t - kx) 0-36) . 

where 10 is the peak value of the current and I is value at any time t 

If this is put in t he form 

I ~ I e - jk (- uJ t + X) 
c k 

= I e o 
- jk (x -~) 

. k 

it is obvious that this is of the form 

providing 

I = f (x - vt) 

W 
- :2 v, or k "', k 

Now :s 2 1If 

uJ 
v 

~nere fis the frequency 

So k:2 ~ 
v 

But 1 '" /---, the wave length, 
2~ 

Therefore k '" ~ 
"Fr.M l2/2.7/50 

0-37) 

0-38) 
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Taking second derivatives of (3-37) with respect to x and t 

VJ t + X) 
. ? _ -jk(---r 

- .Ir 10 e 

+ X) 

Substituting in the w·ave equation 

'" LC' 

2. k 
W2 

But since k = W 
v 

l", LC 
v2 

or v = 1-
~LC 

". LC 

°k( IJ t) 
-LC w 2. Ie -J x - ~ 

o 

Page 11 

(3-39) . 

(3-40) 

Further consider the variation of voltage and current on the line to 
which a sinust.)idalvoltage is applied. The rate I;)f change of voltage with 

respect to distance will be . , dI 

Then 

91 = -L dt 
dx 

If the voltage at any time is represented by 

j (LV t - kx) j ( w t - kx) 
V ::s V e and I ::I I e .-o 0 

where Vo is the peak voltage in the cycle 

dV .. -jk V ej(vjt - kx) 
ax 0 

• 0 • j(vJ t - kx) 
=-~ v-)Uo e 

thence k Vo ::I vJ L 10 

(3-41) 

FLM 12/2'(/50 which .. is the characteristic Impedance of the line. 
'. 

/ 
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This represents a wave to the right. 

For a wave to the left, the impedance is negative and 

1· ... vJL 
- Zc = - Wc:o k 

, More general expressions for,I,and V 
) 

I = A e j (VJ t - kx) + B e j ( uJ t. - kx) 
o ' CI 

(3-43) 

V - Z A e j ( vJ t - kx) _ Z B e j ( vJ t + kx) 
c 0 co· (3-44) 

These represent a w~.ve It. from the left and ~, wave B from the right. In 
the expressic:>n for V, the impedance Zc is taken negative for the B wave, and 
the sign of x also change's to indicate movement of this wave to the left. 

If B = 0, this means no wave is coming back. This is, in general, what 
is desired, as it is usually desired to deliver power to the terminous, which 
occurs most efficiently when there is no energy reflected. 

To determine what conditions favor this, we must find out what the termi
nal impedance does to the input wave. 

Now usually the termin~l conditions a re fixed, ;:>.nd the problem is what 
must the input be. It is consequently conventional to measure the distance 
not from the input to the output, but from the output or terminus beckward. 
This is done by changing the sign of x to negative. 

Vie then' have 

'Z). } 2,. 
Lc. (Input) 

)l. I ., 

0 

This will change the general equation 0-43) to 

. I :0 Ao ej(\.IJt + kx) + Bo ej(\JJt - kx) 

(Terminal 
Impedance) 

(3-45) 

The terminal impedance will 'not always be a pure resistance, but at some 
point short of this, the effect of the line taken into account with the actual 
impedance of the terminal, will be such that at this point the section of line 
plus the terminal will appear, as' a pure resistance. 

F11v~ .12/27/50 
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Equation (3-44) becomes 

V :a Zc 11.0 .e j (wt+ kx) _ Zc Bo e j (W t - kx) 

V 
Zi = I 

(Input Impedance) 
= Z c 

jkx . -jkx 
Ao e - Bo- e/ . 

j kx 'kx A e + B e-J 
o 

Page 13 

(3-46) 

(the term ejwt cancels out of all the terms in numerator and denominator) 

t.t. x ~ 0 , Zi => Z~) .whence, since eO ::: l~ 

Z. ::: Z+::: Zc Ao - Bo 
.1 . A + B 

o 0 
B . 

From this the ratio A 
0 

may be obtained. a s follows 
_ 0 

Z't- (Ao + Bo) .. Zc (Ao - Bo) 

B (Z.-r. + Z~) = Ao (Zc ~ Z..&...) . 
o ''-

substituting this in (3-46) 
J'kJc Bo - jkx' 

e - r e . Z· ::: Z 0 . 1 C 

. FT..M 12/2://50 

ejkx - Bo e-jkx 
r o 

ejkx _ (ZC - Z ) e-jkx 
,Zt + Zc 

ejkX + (ZC - Z ) 
Z1; + Zc 

(Z1:' + Zc) ejkx - (Zc - Z-t) e-jkx 

(3-47) 

()-48) 



, Rearranging 

LECTURE 3 - TRANSMISSION LINES 

Z -t (ejkx + e -jkX) + Zc (e jkx - e -jkx) 

4C (e jkx + e-jkx) + z1; (ejkx _ e -jkx) 

Zt60s kx + Ze j··sin>itx 

Zc cos kx + zt." j sin kx 

.. Z (Z -t- /Z c )" + j tan lac 
c 

1 + j (Z-t: /Zc ) tan kx 

whence 

(Zk: /Zc) + j tan 'kx 

1 + j (Zt /Zc ) tan kx 

"Letting a :: Z-tJ this becomes , 
Zc 

Zi a + j tan kx 
= 

Zc 1 + j a tan kx 

Page 14 

(3-49) 

(3-50) 

Z. is obviously not a pure resistance even though Z~ may be resistive only, 
~ " ~ 

unless kx '" 0 ~r N:g: where N is an odd integer. 

. 1'i" 
(The case for kx = N "7 at first glance would appear to be indeterminate, 

of the form 00 ;0-- B.Y dividing numerator and denominator by j tan kx, (3-50) 

becomes :.tS :;' .. 

a 

j tan kx + 1 

1 

j tan kx + a 

. 0 + 1 1 
~hen kx : ~2 this becomes 0 + a '" a ) 

Multiply numerator and denominator of (3-50) by (1 - j a tan kx) 

Zi = a ( 1 + tal' kx) + j ( tan kx - 8
2 tan kx) 

Zc 1 + a2 tan2 kx (3-51) 

FLM 12/27/50 
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.. Z1 
This is of the form Z ... ri + j Xi 

c 

The resistive component is 

r. ... a ( 1 + tan2 kx) 
l. 

1 + 8 2 tan2 kx 

The reactive component is 

Xi ... (1 - a2) tan kx 
1 + a2 tan2 kx 

This varies with x 

Let us look at some particular conditions 

kx .,. 

0, 1fT, 211 

(tan kx = 0) 

"(/2, 3 -«/2, 511/2 
(tan kx =(0) 

immaterial 

Resistive 
Component 

r.~ ..... 

a 

l/a 

a .,. 1 

Reactive 
Component 

f 

o 

o 

o 

(3-52) 

(3-53) 

Remarks 

No reactive component 
when x :: 0 

. This is assumed for the 
case where Pi ... 1 . 

whence Zr/Zc = 1 

For the case where ZT/Z :: 1 (or a .,. 1) the reactive component Xi (eq. 
3-53) becomes zero and the rgsistive component ri (eq. 3-52) equals a for 
all values of kx. This is to say that when the terminal impedance is equal to 
the characteristic impedance of tpe line, the input impedance will be purely 
resistive, and the length of the line is not critical, but may be any number 
of wave lengths. 

It is of interest to see how the resistive component varies for the case 
where ZT/Za is not unity. The two extremes are given in the two first cases in 
the table a:bove. If the value, of ri is plotted as a f\mc'tion of the length of 
the transmission line measured in wave lengths we get something like this: 

. (See next page), 

FLM 12/27/50 
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. [-~~: . -.---- .-..•• :.--:--:-~:~- •.•... -

. . . 

a ::: 

A. 3 A/4 ?--/4· 
x 

Now consider the reactive component vlhen ZT/Z
c 

is not unity~ Eq. 0-53) may 
be put in the form 

1"'" a2 

:lS. ::: i + a2 ) 
tan lex,(.' ~ k (3-54) "Lan. x 

When a = 0, corresponding to a short circuited terminal 

X 1. '" tan kx 
i ::: l/tan kx 

0-55) 

This appears 

as shown 
\ 

t 
, , 

VVnen kx lies betvleen 0 and rrr/2, the rea0tic.n is induct.ive, as shown by the posi
tive value. 1',hen kx lies between '11'/2 ancV/1", the readion :ts capacitive 

F'LM 12/27/50 
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This may be seen from the vector diagram. 

L 

C 

¢ is the phase angle, indicating when the peak value of the current occurs 
rela'tive to the peak value of the voltage. V,nen the value of e is positive, 
the current lags beh:ind the voltage, from the relative 

I ,., 10 cos ( w t - ¢ ) 
This is the effect of inductance. ' 

1i;hen ¢ is negative, the current leads the voltage, which is the effect that a 
capacitor has. 

lfJhen the line is open at t he- end, a = 00. Eq. (3 -53) may be put in the 
form 

~ 

x. ,., 
]. 

( 1 2 - 1) 
a, tan lot 

-i + tan2, kx 
a 

This may be graphed thus 

J 

0' 

FLM 12/27/50 

- tan k.x. 
,., ~ - cot kx. 

tan2 k.x. 

21/ 
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The reaction is capacitive for O<'kx. < '11/2 and inductive for rrr /2 < k < m-

It follows f-rom the diagram above showing the variati on of r i with kx, 
that a low resistance line can be transformed into a high one by adding (or 
subtracting) a quarter wave length. The. range will be from l/a to a, or the 
ratio of resistances ftom maximum tomin1mum will be a2 ~ If, for example 
ZT "" 100 ohms and Zc =50 ohms, a "" ZT/Z ::i 160/50 "" 2 4 

. e; 
A quartet wave length line would then have its input resistance 

Adding a quarter wa~e length 
, 

ri'~ Ze ~ a ~ 50 x 2 Q lOO ohms 

A transmission line can thus act like a transformer. 

FLM 12/27/50 
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T RAl:SlIISS IO~T LINE S 

Tm.nsmls:J ion lines are of interest to us for three reasons: 

1. Thoy ma.y be used to transfer power to 0. cavity. 

2. They differ from the usool lumped-constant nystems in that 
the electric and magnetic quantities arc distributed and 
mixed. 

3. In spite of thelasi? statoment, um er some conditions they 
can be usea as lumped constants. At high frequencies there 
is 110 such thing as::purc Inductance or CaIIl. ci ty. 

This discussion will be from the point of view of a line with steady state 
A.C. current flOVl 

Source 

T G rr.J.i nus 
fupedcl1cc Zr 

Line Chal~ctcristic 
L:1pedance Zc 

The distance x v;ill be measured from the terminus buck t ovmrd the source. 

One ';lay to consider a transmission line is to look at it as a series of 
small sections of unit length 

L R L R L R L R 

II 
/V G G G. G ~.-c .-

L 
C 
R 

1. 
G 

. . f 

is the Inductance per unit length 
is the Capacity " " " 
is the Resistance " 11 II 

is the Leakage Resistance per unit lOl1[,-'th 

G is tl1c reciprocal ofthc resistance. It is COllvOllicnt to usc roCiPl-'o
cals '\7hen resistances are in parallel, as is s hOim by this compnrison 

1 
:: 

V 
I :: Be mo.y bo applied after finding Ro 

)'IM 1/R/51 



, Ow.s la'IT may be written 

LECTURE 4 - DR. PANOF'SRY 
T RANSl\ilISS ION LINES 

1 
I = VG "ilcre G :: R is the ~onductance. 

For the diaeram above 

Go:: G1 +G:2 
and I = V (G1 + G:2) 

Page 2 

(4-1) 

(4-2 ) 

The computations can be simplified by using reciprocCl.ls for quantities 
"j that 1lro in parallel. The inductance and rosistance of the line sect ion abovc 
I arc in series, and the inductive impedance of this section of tholinc may be 
f represented by 

Z :: jwL + R (4-3) 

i The capacity and the shunt leakage arc in parallel and can be conveniently 
.( 
i; handled by adding their reciprocals. The reactance of the capncity alone :; 

Tho reciprocal of this is 
QJC --
-j 

jwC 

.1. 
Tho resistance of tho shunt leakage path por unit of length is Rs :: G und the 
rociproca.l of this is G. The impodance of the capacity and lealmgc in par~l
leI mo.y then be ·rrritten 

Y : jCJO+G 

The quantity Y is culled the "Admitt1lncon 

Impedances inserios arc,additivo 
Admittances 1.'1 parallel are 1ldditive 

SignCol1vcntions 

I is + in this direction 
>= 

·C·'.' ~5.nus 

... x 
distance is positive 
in direction from terminus tor:nrd input. 

Tho voltngo chnngo al ong a different 1Cll length of a tl~ansmission line is 

dV = ZI dx 

FH.T ]/11/51 
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Tho currant chn!'lge in differontial length dx is equal to the voltage 
tllJeS the admittance, or 

0.1 :: VY dx 

Taking second dori7atives 

d2V _ 

d:x.2 -

0.2 1 -

dx2 

zQ! - Z'lV ax -

y ~ - ZY I 
dx 

(4-6) 

(4-8) 

Solutions of thoso oquationsaro oxponentials or cosinos, dopeJ1ilirJg on 
rlhethor tho values of ZY arc roal or innginary. 

'.70 nm7 define the "Propogation Constant ," 

K :: fZY 
and the solution to (4-7) maJ be ShC:-ffi to be 

V:: Aea + Be-kx-

Ue could solve for I in tho sruno '.7OY, but since from (4-5), 

I = z (Aokx - Pc-kx) 

In, gonero.l 

I = 100 jwt • akx 

(4-10) 

(h-ll) 

(4-12 ) 

takine the i"'Oal port. 10 is the peak voltago. If k is roal, tho lino is 
attenuating, thct is the o.mplitudo of tho current sering docl"'Onses OXl'o]!olltinl1y 
'l7ith distance. If k is imaginary, \:0 got standing y;av·os. 

Expanding (4-9) 

k = 
t-·-_··· -H 'a 

j lA)~ (L - j -W) (c - .;; ) (4-13) 

If R and G arc zero (no rosista!1co, no loalrogo) tho expression is all 
imngi:"lary and thoro is no attenuation, altho thero '\7ill bo a sinusoidal vari
ation along tho line. 

If R and G oro approciable, thoro :7i11 be some attcnuntion. 

In vory high froQ.uo ncy circuits., tho loss teI7l1s 01"'0 small, unO. it s impli
fios computations to assume that R'and G are zero; and car.ipute the corl"'Ospond
ing I and V. Having fow.1d I and V, . and Imor:ing tho rosistances, tho actuo.l 
vo.lue of tho loss os cun be computed, CiS cooling may h(170 to be provided for 
th:i s ronount of loss. Thol'of<"ll'e figm."'C on tho basis that 

FIN l/el:;l 
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In (4-]2) 
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I :: I j wt lex: -_ I j w t +- kx' 
oe • e oe 

- jvJ(t ~{iC • x) 10 c -

= Io cese...) (t :: f19 • x) 

T:his ropresents 0. ,rave. 

At 0. chrcn time t, I varies sinusoidally uith x • 

.Li.t 0. given x, I varies sinusoidally r:ith t. 

The navo moves rri th velocity v, that is to say 

x - x +6.X 

';7hen ~ 
"V 

Page 4 

(4-12 ) 

If tho observer meves alongside the i7ave r:i th velocity v, the ,'lavo tonn 
appears stntionnry. 

If the line is homogenoous, that is, has tho smno cross-section or elec
trical properties all along its length 

v 
(4-17) 

':Ihcrc C = velocity of light 

(This is true for straight. simple lines, but not alTIays. In 0. loaded helix, 
tho velocity is less) 

If \70 knOT{ the capacity C, r:e C3.11 calculate L by .... tho above relation. 

If .... JC ho.ve 0. ,;ave in each direction the .rave moving to .... :ard the terminus 
from tho source has a positive sign, o.nd is termed. the incident '::ava, ":/hile 
the I/ave moving m':ay torrard the source has a negative sign and is termed the. 
reflocted r:ave. 

If thoro arc no losses, and the line is open or short circuited at the 
terminus; thero nill be places 1:rherc the incident and reflected waves \lill be 
in phase, and add, ar,d othor places nhore they I":ill be of opposit0 phase, and 
cancel. Tho result, ;:ill be a sories ,of" Standing VI n vos" 

1!'J.~J 1/B/51 

.;:. .. t3 
. t2 

_-,tl ------ _ ..... , t 
""'-.:. - - - -.-;;. , --'"--- 0 

- ..;::..> -----r- . 

(This is for a short circuited te rminus ) 
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At the- nodes thoro will be no voltage. In bet,lOon the -nodes, the voltage .till 
vary sinusoidallyt.'ith tiltc. 

For the above case, with total-reflection and no losses, thero ilill be 
no pm-;cr transl:1itted dorm tho l1:.1e. 

I~.l ,general, "i':hcI'C -some power is tmnsmittcd and used at the terminus, the 
reflected nave iiill be of less amplitude than the incident tlave. The voltagos 
~7ill therefore not c,::l.llcol to form nodes, but the voltage variation will be 
some17hat as f 0110l.'s 

I 
___ -"'1" __ ---- V max . ..::.. -:,.--::- Terminus -

V min----

--------1-----------4---------------.-- --------------, 

V. 
The ratio of Vr:tC:X is callcdthe "Voltag0 Standing ':lave Ratio" (VSl'lR). 

This cnn be used asm~nr:teans of measurement, since the incident and reflected 
.. ':aves arc related by the terminal impedance Zr. For very high frequencies, 
for 0:x:aJ~ple a slotted lim r.lay be used to find the standing uave by putting 
a probe into the slot and moving it along and measuring tho voltage 

Coning back to (4-11) 

k kx lac I = Z (1)'0 - 130- ) (4-11) 

17h01'C Z is t.he inductive impedance per unit length of line and remembering 
I;hnt 

k =..[fl = -~Y/Z 
FIM J/8/51 
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and that tllc characteristic il~pedancc of the line is Zc : 

Z I - (' kx 'D~-k:x:) c -.tie -.u;; -

At the terminus ~o have 

v 

I 

V reflected = -Zc Iroflected Zr 

GiVen-z.r t r;hat l.S tho :ratio B/A? 

Page 6 

z/y 

(4-18) 

The casiest l1ay to detennine this is by a geonntrical construction. 

1':e have ZT and given V, ~';"O can compute I 

V and I arc related by the phase anelc of the inpodancc. This phase 
angle, fr'em (4-16) is 

I 

The current at tho tOrQinus nil1 be 

I = V/'Zlr: 

l.:ultiply this by Zo. 

(4-19) 

J 
The constnlction is as follol1s: 

Dmrr a 'vector equal to V and [mother equal to I at an Cingle equnl to the 
phase angle. Connect tho ends of those vectors and bisect the line. Thon the 
t-r:o halves of the line represent V refl and Zc Irofl, ';ihich are equal and op
posite. The upper trinngle shm7s that tho vector sum of V and Vinc = 
V;eoflected 

FUI 1/8/51 
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, . V reflected 

Vine 
Z. The 10'.7er triangle sholls that the vector sum of Ze line and I is 

c JTeflccted. 
Ze line, 

As an e :xre:1ple, cons ide r a case ';7ho rc 

Page 7 

equal to 

rrhera Xr is. a puro rouctance (C er L) 

In this case the phase angle 

¢ = 90 Degrees 

The diagram becor:1es a right angled triangle 

V f:::.--V ref • 

~~ 
·Zr.r~ 

Nor: from tho geometric theoren that the throe vertices of a right 1l1'1glod 
triangle lie on a circle ~.,hosc centor is the mid-point of the hypotenuse, it is 
evident that the incident und reflected 7:nves are equal. They ;7ill thel'ofum 
interfare and produce standing ";:aves )mving a maximum voltage of 2 V and a 
minll:1Wn value of zero 

,-' 

This cannot t,ransni t po,'or. 

As another example ~ con8i(le1' tho case ' .. hero 

Th" .rhM1(, a1),n:lo fJ :: 0 in this casa, and the triangle flattens out to D. lino 

(Soc, noxt p.qge) 

FLM: 1/8/51 
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v Vrefl 

I 2 V (ZC/ ;,) 

Frat.'l this relation 

and sincD Vrcfl :-Zc1rofl 

V (Zc,/lT) = V -'. 2' V rofl 

r:honce v Z 
:: 2 (1- Z;) 

Ti"IO conclusions follo"\1: 

(1) V inc is never equal to V~fl. 

,.1.· V rofl = 0 t that is t 

there is no reflocted ~vo. 
I 

Is this good or bad? This deJX)nds en the application. 

Page 8 

(4-19) 

In the case of an antenna, it is desired. to transfer the pOi7or 1:10st 
efficiontly to the antennn. This .. ill occur if thero is no roflected nave, 
because thoro are lossos due to the reflected .:ave as noll as to the incident 
,/aVO. The effect of ~ = Zc is in offect to connect tho load direct from 
source te loa.d. 

If thero is no reflected 1rave, there is no reflected effect on the driver. 

These are good, for c a.munication purposes. 

If one is in the linear a.ccelerator business this is net se geod. because 
it is desirable to have the sli@.lt chongos in the resonant frequency of the 
cavity reflect on the driver and affect its froquency so tho driver rcrnains 
in time .iith the cavity. For this purpose a nflat linen is net the best. 

In a long line rcfloctetl. '~/aves absorb enorgy, and hence the trunsr.lission 
is loss efficient th(~n ;:h011 thero is no reflected nave. In tho a cceloro.tor 
case, hm-:evar, tho line is so short that the losses aro only a smll fraction 
of the po.!or tmnsmitted f 30 that some increase in the losses can be tolerated 
if it is nec.:;ssary inorc1.er to facilitate. control. For this reason some re
flection is desirable • 

Fron the y,jcto:r:: diagrD.r.1 above. nnd, 4-19) the general cas 0.:; can be 17ritten 

_._ . FH'! 1/8/51 ----_. ---,.--
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LlC 

V ': V' (Zr) + 2 V ref1 . 

r;11once Vrofl = Y.. (1 _ ~) 
. . 2 Zr 

V = Vi~c + Vrofl 

\,,1honco 

Vine ': ·v - Vref1 

= V {l -~ ~ -~ J } 

= ¥ {l -~ J 
Fron (4':20) and 4-21) 

Vrofl - Zr - Zc 

V inc Z:r +- Zo 

Pago 9 

(4-20 ) 

(4-21) 

(4-22) 

Zr in general docs not equal Zo ' an1 the 1'0 v:ill be sono refloction, and the 
standing uavc '.7ill not havo a zero valuo in tho va II oys • 

Vmin 

f 
(One practical rosult of this is that insulators should bo inst.'111o(l at tho 
points of minimu::l volt3.{!,o) 

Vr:J.aX = Vrof1 + V inc = V (1~-24) 

Vmin = Vine - Vrofl - Zo V (4-25 ) -
~ 

Tho ratio of the Vr;1D.X to V~1in is called tho nVoltngo Standing ;7C1.vo futio" 
(abroviated VS'.7R) and from the abovo 

Consider conditions at a term; Utl~ [:1.8 l'epreselltcd by the diagram 

(see next page) 

FLU 1/ e 151 
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How do the conditions vary at different points on the line back from the 
terminus? First recall th8t the voltages given above in the diagram may be 
taken a s the peak values of a sinusoidally varying alternating current. 

The incident wave may be put in the form (See eg. between (3-45) and 
(3-46) in Lect ure 3) 

v = Ao ejw(t! \jLc . x) 

This may ellso be written 

-V = Ao cos UJ(t ! 1LC • x~ 

(4-27) 

(4-27) 

This will have a maximum v<llue when (t! ~ LC • x) = 0, for which 

cos uJ (t ! ~~Lc . x) = 1 

If we consider the condition where x = 0 (the terminus) the incident voltage 
will vary sinusoidally with time. If we consider some point x distant from 
the terminus there is obviously some value of t that will make (t + . .[Lc • x) 
~ zero and at this point and time the same value of V will exist as ;ill occur 
when the zeru value of (t ! {I.e • x) occurs at the terminus. The voltage at 
any point will vary sinusoidally with time, or at any fixed time a sinusoidal 
voltage variation will exist down the line 

Now a sinusoidal variation can be represented by the projection of a 
revolving radius of a circle on the diameter, because x = r cos 9 

x = r cos G 

1~\ The variation of the incident voltage down the line can therefore be repre-
-.,,/ sented by the projectiorI of a vector revolving in the positive direction 

({~011tlt.(}r(.~1 ,)(!/{w; se). 

FLM 1/8/51 
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The reflected wave moves in the opposite direction, and so its variation 
may be represented by vector revolving in the negative (clockwise) direction. 

The total voltage will be the vect~r sum of these two. 

1?L.S' 
VI 0r 

/' ,/ Vrefl 

/~/<-;z 
'::.~~-
~~ \ Vrefl 

Vine 

In the above diagram the full lines represent' the relations of Vinc , VreflJ 
and V at time tl while the dotted lines indicate the condition at time t2 , 
after the incident voltage has advanced an angle i. ' '. '... 

If we are int~rested only in the ~gnitllde of the volta'ge it can be noted 
that this can be obtained more simply by riot reltolvjtig Vin~ "but hold it 
stationary and revolve Vrefl at twice the rate in the negative (clockwise) 
directi6h. 

It wilL be noted that this will result in a maximum value 

and a minimui:t value 

Vmin = Vinc - Vrefl 

The maximum and the minimum values will repeat at intervals of /y2 
where /\ is the wave length. This shows thEt at every half-wave length down 
the line the input "sees" an impedance that is the same as the load impedance 
at the terminus. 

Suppose our load is a resonant load. How do we match the line to it? 
This may be represented thus 

Resonant Load 

l'1.M J/W";l 
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We may use a transformer. The secondary impedance is 22 = Q ~L/C (4-29) 

If the turns ratio is n1 ,the apparent impeuance on the primary side is 
; n2 ' 

nl Z. ' ,~ 
Zprim = ( ~) Q w L/C 

2, 
(4-30) 

It is common to make the coupling into cavity resonators such that 

, (4-31) 

This is satisfactory, and is not critical. 

The next question is, what is the input impedance? 

This can be gotten from the diagram. It may a 1so be obb:dned tmalyticallj' 
as follows: 

V ~ A ekx + B e-kx (4-32) 

Z 1::1 A ekx - B e-kx (4-33) c 

At the load, where x ::I 0 

whence 

V '" A + B 

Ze I = A - B 

~::I....L 
A - B ZeI 

but I = Y-

so 

'z" 

1 + BfA 
1 ~ B/A 

1 + B/A::o ~ ( 1 - B/ A) 
2c 

B/A (1 + ZT) 
Ze 

FU.1 lfef51 

(4-34)" 

-
(4-35) 

(4-36) 
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Substituting this in (4-28) 

V 
The Effective Impedance is I 

. kx 
So Zinput =(ZT + Zc)e + 

Zc (zt + Zc)ekx -

(This is general) 

For a lossless line 

kx = j wtrC x 

1...0= 211'f 

'~LC :: 1 and v = r" v 

whence kx= j (2;:X) 

Substituting this in 4-34) and rearranging 

Page 13 

(4-37) 

(4-38) 

(4-39) 

(4-40) 
, 

(4-41) 

(4-42) 

(4-43) 

i2T1'x -.j2 -rrx j2'f"fX -j211'x 

Zinput '" ZT (e )... + e r-.. )_~_~~" __ ~=~_""_~ __ =_"_~.. (h,:j+4) 
Zc Zc (ej2 ;(x + e-j2T1'X) + Zr (ej2;:-X e-j2~X) 

" .". f'-.. 

ZT cos 2;:X + j Zc sin 2~.x 

. Zc cos 2 'TT' x + J' Zr, sin 2 11' x 
7'- 1- f... 

If 2T = 0 (Short circuited Terminus) 

sin2nx 

21 == . j Zc /"- = j Zc tan 2'11'~ 
b ·211" x . /'-. 

os. }... 

If x <t the line looks inductive 

If ? < x -( ~ the line looks capacitive 

(Note that when IX =:A. 2-;-( A '" 'T1) / 
4' 4;>" 2 

(4-45) 

(4-46) 
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This may be shown by plotting Zi as a function of ~ 

Angle o· 

A 
,4 

3~ 
4 

P~ge 14 

Shorted Te~nus 

Positive values of 2i t;orrespond to inductive reactance (lagging curl"ent). 

Negative values to capacitive reactance (letding' current). 

When x :3 6 , the input looks as though the line is an open oircuit. It 
4 . . 

is therefore equivalent to a choke. Radio frequency' will not get thl"u, and a 

D. C. connection can be made here. 

(Open Circuited Terminus) 

(4-45) reduces to Zi ~ 2c 1 

J
o t 2"1"'f'x 

an /-. 

This may be plotted as follows 

". Z ~ cot ~ 
J ~ 

(4-47) 

Open Circuited Terminus 

311' 211' 
-2-
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0< x < t ' the line looks' capacitive 

Vihen L::::.. < x <. A, the line looks inductive 
4 2 

When 

The line is an R.F •. short' for i 
An R.F. connection can be made thru by pass condensers, which will block D.C. 
current. 

For x::: t ' 
(4-45) reduces to 

Z· 1< Zc - :0 

Zc ZT 

whence 2 
Zi "" Zc 

ZT 

(4-48) 

(4-49) 

This makes a line of this length equiv~lent to 3 transformer, with turns 
h' 

ratio .·1 '" M 
n2 

for which Z· =-1 
2T 

The input imnedance is, for x:: A , the reciprocal of the terminal impedance. 
" 4") 

. From the, analytical expression of (4-45) it can be nuted that if ~ ". 0, 

for x .= 

This has the properties of .": pU1'C Jl!dlld· ... l!l(~e .:1lld C·'ll} be Il.sed for the ohoke of 
a radin-l'rcqllOlJey riJter .. 

(See next page) 

l"LM 1 jr.j';;l 
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For example, a drift tube in a linear accelerator 'With a connection for put
ting on a bias voltage may have a quarter wave length section with by-pass' 
condensers at each end which will prevent radio-frequency energy from. the 
inside passing out along the bias connection. This cnn often. be arranged by 
using things already lying around, suchrts a portion of the bias connection. 
For an open circuited terminus 

, for x < ?", the line appears as capacitive and at t;; the effective 

capacity is 00 

Ii. tr.ansmission line that has a pair of skirt fl,mges of length "/4 will have 
an infinite capacity for the R.F. current and act a s a by-pass but will be 
insulated so that a direct current connection can be made to one side that 
will be insulated from the other 

-------------------~. 
'--... 

~--------
This can also be arranged thus. 

These involve $<:lJl1e losses to pay for the advantage gained • 

n.M J/'2/51 
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ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS 

The discussions of the previous lectures have been concerned with circuits~ 
In connection with cavities and wave guides it is convenient to deal with FIELDS. 
These are best handled by the use of the mathematics of VECTORS. It should be 
noted that the term "Vector" is used in two senses. Vie used it in the precedIng 
lecture to denote a rotating vector, the projection of which would then give the 
magnitude at any time of a quantity, such as voltage. 

v 
,8 

~=,,_ J ' 

--,~ Projection ~.-
The projection of a vector of length V on the horizontal aXis is 

x = V cos e 

If V is of constant value and /) varies uniformly, thls represents a sinusoidal 
variation of constant ma;<"uilum 8.(!lplitude. 

In the other sense, as is used in VECTOR AN/~LYSIS;; a vector is a quantity 
that has magnHude and direct.:1:.2!l. 

The direction of a vector is a direction in space that is defined by its 
relation ~o axes of reference. The magnitude of the vEccor is defined as the 
number of times it will contain a vector of the same direction but having a unit 
value, that is the number of UNIT VECTORS it consists of. 

Consider, for example) an electromagnetic vector cf electric potential, E. 
'At some point there may be a potc-:ntial gradient of E vol":.s j.n a p'lrticu.lar dire~
tion. If ~he unit of potential gradie~t is 1 volt per meter, the symbol ~ is 
a vector consistj.ng of E unit vectors in the given direction. (V8ctors are var:;.
oUB1.:r represented. In pri.nted mat:,er it is customary to use heaYJ fA.eed type. 
II: mfnuscr~_pt the f<~ct that a. quantity is a vec~or r:lay be--J.ndicated b;)' d~avdng a,~ 
Ilne over Lt~ t.hus}l;', or Pt~.ttJ,ng an ar,:'ow over lt, thus E., or an ac,;ent, th-;[8 .• E, 
o!.:" l)D'.lerJ.Jning it., thus:¥!. In these notes, which are typewritten, it is most con
venient to use the u!1deI'1~ne me+,hod., ~, as thi.s c,an be done wi·~hout. nec.ssslty of 
re'v'ersing the rotation of the plat-:.en that is reqtlired to f07.'m t:n ove:r:.ine n \j88 

of the un.d.erline, however, has the clisadvant?ga of requiring care to keep the 
underJj.ne (}j.s'l:.inguL3h8d frOID the line indicating division. The arrow m:.;] OCC:)·· 

S:l..oD3J.ly be usefLL'... to d:'stinguis~. equql and, opposite vectors,) 

The voltage vector ~ therefor8 represents a voltage grad.ient cf magnitude 
E in a particular direction, thus: 

If there. is a eh wge _:::>f q coulombs subject to a voltage gradient of E volts/meter 
the Charge will be subjected to a force :'wn the same direction as .the voltage 
gradient)which will also be a vector, thus: 

.E=q~ 

FLM 1/20/51 
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If there are two charges ql and q2 

at a distance r apart" the force between the charges may be shewn to be 

where 

E = ql q2 
4 -,1' ko r2 

qis in coulombs 
r is in meters 

(5-1) 

:) is a vector of unit length with direction from ql to q2 

E is in Newtons (= 105 dynes) with the same direction as !. 

ko is a constant called the "permittivity of free space" 
with the dimensions (coulombs)2 per joule or (coulombs)2 
per Newton meter or farads/meter 

if q is in coulombs 
.r in meters 
F in Newtons 

k '" S.85 x 10-12 (coulombs)2 
(5-~) 

0 joule meter 

S.85 x 10-12 farads - meter 

Along with this unit is 

}J 0 j the permeability of free spe.ce 

~o= 1.257 x 10-6 henries/meter 

However it is not necessary to remember these values if the tW() following 
relations are remembered, which are more useful 

1\1 376 ohrns (5-3) II.J 0/ '" 
.~ ko. 

1 1 
~ f-lo ko :I 

C = 3 x 108 meters/sec. (5-4) 

There are a number of systems of unit s for electromagnetic quantities. The 
most common is the MKS system, where 

FLM1/20/.51 

Distances are in Mete~s 
Masses in Kilograms 
Time in Seconds 
For~~ 'in Newtons (=105 dynes)(~1/5 lb. force) 
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ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS 

Qua~ity of charge in Coulombs 
Current in Amperes 
Potential Difference in Volts. 
Electric Field in v01ts/meter 
ko = (cculombs)2/joule meter 

PAGE 3 

If we have currents flowing in two parallel conductors, each conductor 
will be surrounded by an electromagnetic field , 

it-. 

I 

The direction of the magnetic field is in accordance with the right hand 
rule. 

If the thumb of the right hand is extended in the direction of the current 
flow, the closed fingers will be in the direction of the lines of mc~gnetic force. 

Vfuen a current flows in a magnetic field, a force acts upon the conductor 
tending to move it in a direction at right angles to the field. Since each of 
the two parallel conductors above is surrounded by a magnetic field thru which 
the other conductor passes, the two conductors tend to move toward each other, 
if the flews in both conductors are in the same direction, or away from each 
other if the flows are in opposite ~rection. 

The force per unit length maybe shown to be 

FLM 1/20/51 

.E/L = )-10 11 12 

where 

2 ,r( D 

F is in Newt'ons 
L is in Meters 
I is in iunperes 
)I 0 rs p e,r mea b ll1t.YI :offree space 

= 1.257 x 10-6 henries/meter 

(5-5) 

(5-6) . 
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Vfuere there is a number of separate currents or charges or magnetic fields it 
may be possible to add up the effects of e!1ch one on each other, but it is 
convenient to consider instead the effect on one charge or current of the 
field due to the others: This has the effect of breaking up the separate 
computations and puts the c~~putations on a basis parallel to the mechanism 
by which experirnental measurements may be made. In cp.vities, f.or example, 
measurements of the fields may be made by inserting probes at various points 
and measuring the intensity of the magnetic field, or other quantities. 

The force acting on an element may, for example, be expressed as 

F = ql x field of second element 

In an electrostatic field the force on a charge is 

F = 

The potential gradient is 
3. 

E = x 
q 

r2 
• 

The force per unit length on a conductor is 

F -/L :I I]. 

where] is the flux density 

= I:l_~ 
2 -1f'D 

Because of the quality of ~~1i2n involved in a vector, there are some 
differences that appear in their algebraic manipulation. 

, Two vectors may be added) which is represented thus 

A + 12 = c 

Geometrically this is 
1-£-;>4 

L
I iB 
I I-. I 

I 
A 

(5-7) 

represented thus 

~This is simihr to the familiar 
method of adding forcE:s in mechanics 
by the parallelogram rule (which is not 
surprising, since forces are vectors) 

Vectors can be multiplied by numerical factors. This merely produces a 
vector of greater magnitude, with the same direction, thus 

F1..M 1/20/51 
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There are two ways to multiply vectots~ The first is cailed the S~ALAB 
or DOT product (from the method of representing the operation) 

A • II = Q 

!~ .2<)! 
B 

. "The SCALAR product 'is equai to the 
Length of! times the length of II times 
the cosine of the angle e between the 
vectors. ' 

Thus, in mechanics the power involv&d in a force I acting on a body moving with 
a velocity y at angle e tc the force is 

p IF ,\. \ V I cos ~ F v .... 
where I F I and IV I are the numerical values of the force and velocity. This 
also illustrates that the DOT product of 2 Vectors produces a scalar quantity, 
since power has no direction. 

The other method of multiplying vectors is the CROSS P~ODUCT 

A x B :: C (5-10) 

Q is a Vector at right angles t~ the plane of ! and ll, and numerically 
equal to the product of the numerical values of the vectors times the sine of 
the angle between them. 

A x B = tf A I I B I sin e - - . I 
(5-11) 

A convention for signs is needed here. This is tC'ken by the right hand rule, 
that is, if the direction of the vector is in the direction of the extended 
thumb of the right hand, the positive direction of the angle is in the direc
tion of the closed fingers. II.J.'1other way to say this is that the positive 
direction of the vector is in the direction of the motion of a nut on 8 right 
hand screw thread when the nut is turned in the clockwise direction. 

The Torque produced by a force I with lever arm £ is 
~ 

FLM 1/20/51 

T = F x r (5-l1:"a) 

The torque is represented by a vec
tor ..L to the plane of force and lever arm. 

The area of a pC'rallelogram is equal to 

~ = ! x] = IAI /BI sin e (5-12) 
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The velume of a parallelepiped is 

(Ax~). ? 
Where C is the perpendicular distance between the faces 

C 

Page 6 

(5-13) 

If there are several factors, with mixed x and • preducts, the factors 
can be commuted. Thus: 

(! x~) • C =! x (~. Q) (5-14) 

Vectors in 3 Dimensions 

A vector A may be considered to be the sum of three vectors ~x ' A , A 
parallel to three axes of coordinates, thus -y -:t 

A = A + A + A 
- .:.:.x -y -Z z (5-15) 

y 

The dot product of vectors ! and] may be represented by the sum cf 
the products of the components 

FLM 1/20/51 

! · B ~. A B + A B + A B - -x -x -y -y -z-z 
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The co~nents of A parallel to the x, y, and z axis may be represented 
by taking the magnitudes of the three. components of 1::., multiplied by the unit 
vectors 1, J., and 1f parallel respectively to the x, y, and z axes. 

Thus 

! = i Ax + j Ay + k A~ (5-17) 

(note that this is a dif.ferent usage of i and j from that in complex expres
sions where i or j represents -v=r ). 

From the definition of the scalar or dot product 

(5-18) 

it follows that 

and 

It follows that 

i . i = j 1.0 (5-19) 

• o (5-20) 

~ · ~ ~ (1 Ax + 1 Ay + k Az) (1 Bx + i By + k B~) 

:: i . 1 Ax Ex + .J. • .J. Ay By + k . k Az Bz 

(5-21) 

(All of the coefficient products involving i . j , j . k etc. equal zero and 
the terms containing them drop out). 

The cross product becomes more complicated. The cross or vector product 
is defined to be a vector perpendicular to the two ·given vectors with a direc
tion in the sense of the direction of a right hand screw rotated from the first 
to the second of the given vectors through the smaller of the two angles be
tween them. 

AxB - -

FLM 1/20/51 

The magnitude of the vector 
product is 

A x .li '" §. IAI IBI sin e (5-22) 

where e is a unit vector in the direc
tion of a normal to the plane of A 

and ~ • -
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Note however that ~ x b by this rule becomes 

B 

PAGE, 8 

In this type of multiplicatien 

!!. x,g = - ]x ! 

For Vector Products, the order of multiplication makes a difference 

Since 

A x Jl = E I A I I B I sin 8 

it is obvious that the vector product is zero vlhen the vectors are parallel. 

By the definition of vector products it follows that 

k x i = j - - -
also that i x i = 0 , j x j ::: 0, k x k ::: 0 

The vector product 

A x B = (~ Ax + 1 Ay + ~ Az) x (i Bx + ~ By + k Bz ) 

::: l.. (Ay Bz - Az By) + 1. (Az Bx - Ax Bz ) + k (Ax By -AyBx ) 

(5- 25) 

This may be written more compactly in the form of a determinant, thus 
. "' k: ~ .J. _ 

Ii x,g::: Ax. Ay Az 

Ex By Bz 

Application of Calculus to Vectors 

( 5-'26) 

A derivative of a vector may be taken with respect to a scalar quantity, 
say, for example, time. Thus 

db. 
dt 

::: 

This is still a vector 

so also 

FLM 1/20/51 

d 
dt 

lim 
.6 t-+o 

A (t + ~t) - A (t) 

6t 

dA dB = -+.-= 
dt dt 

(5-27) 

I 

(5-28) 
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The derivative of the product of a scalar times a vector is shown by the 
following example 

..£.. (u ~J e. ,d~ + u da 
dt 

::I 

dt dt 
(5-2.9) 

Also 
d 

(ll' ~) ::I B • dll + A • 
dB 

dt dt dt 

and 
£L (ll x ,g) =d! . dB xB+Ax -
dt - - -dt dt 

(5-31) 

Now consider the symbol 

\7 =>i1-+ ·L+ k -2-
- ~x ~ ~y ~z 

(5-32) 

This is called "Del" and is an "operator." It can operate on a soalar or on 
a vector. If ¢ is a scalar quantity 

'2.' ¢::: i II + j H + k l..1. (5-33) 
-~x -'dy -~z 

This is the gradient operator. The meaning of this may be clarified by con
sidering/a scalar 1; which is a function of position in space, that is 

¢ (x, y, z) 

Then 
¢ (x, y, z) = C, (const~t) (5-34) 

represents an equipotential surface, or, in the case of heat flow, a surface 
of constant temperature or isothermal surface. For any other vRlueof C, 
there will be another equipotential'surface adjacent to, but not necessarily 
parallel to, the first equipotential surface. If we consider the distance 
from a point on the first surface to the second surface, having a difference 
of potential d¢, with length dr., ,then 

. ~ is the rate of change of ¢ 

with respect to the distance in the direction dr._ This will be a maximum;. 
for a fixed value of d1;, when dr. is as short as possible, which will be when r. 
is normal to the equipotential surfaces. This ;maxinUln value of the rate of 
change of ¢ with respect to the distance is called the GRADIENT. 

In Electrostatics, 

FLM 1/20/51 

§::: - ~¢ is the gradient of ¢ 

(The ~inus sign because the force 
is from higher to lower voltage) 
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So 

E "'-x 

Ey = -

Ez = -

LECTURE 5 - DR. PANOFSKY 
~l&CTB.OW.GNETIC r::ill:,l?§..., 

-~~ 
ax 

.?~ 
dY 

-~ 
dZ 

E '" L + E· . + E ::: - i E~ - j 21.:.. k jl~ 
- -x -Yo -z d x - c;. y - d Z 

'" - \1 ¢ 
- GRAD ¢ 

PAGE 10 ---

(5-35) 

(5-36) 

(5-37) 

(5-38) 

(5-39) 

(5-40) 

The operator £ has many properties similar to ordinary differentiation. 

Thus: S! (F + G) = '5!F + '\7 G (5-41) 

and ~ FG = F S!G + GYF (5-42) 

also ".l(~) G,~F-F ~G 
(5-43 ) ::r 

,) 

G"" 

In the above, the operator sr has been applied to scalar quantities. It 
may also be applied to Vectors, but in two ways, by analogy to the scalar or 

dot product, or by analogy to the Vector or cross product. 

) 

The operation represented by ~. A is a scalar that is called the 
DIVERGJ?l'ICE of fl or DIV l:. • 

The meaning of tl)is can be cla.rified by considering a related quanti t.y celled 
the FLUX. ' 

n.ux of a Vector. 

If we have a vector f at a ~ertain 
S S at this point, then En ;; 0; \'.Jhi ~~h :'..5 

dsa(-: 

point in space and an element of area 
the projection of I on the normal to 

the surface times the area d S is the 
,p~-:;S. of tte Vector 1: across $ oS • 

Some physical examples Y-Jill illustrate the meaning of the term. 

If we have a moving fluid, of which the velocity at Bny point is represen
ted by the Vector E, then the E~·Y..:~ of .E or ~d S would represent the total 
flow thru the cross section S S. 

FL.\1 1/20/51 
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If the vector .E = ~ y. 

where' f :: density 

and V = velocity 

PAGE 11 

Then the flux of F = f1 V ~ S would represent the mass per unit. time 
fl . (" -S. -n 
ow~g across area e 

If F is an Electric Field then the Flux of E,is En S' S or the total 
lines in-a given area $ S. . 

If 9. is the intensity of heat flow nOrI)1/',J. to a small sllrface ~ S .. J,,~len 
q S S is the flux of heat flow across the s:.;r-:::'acB. This may hI'.:: e}:.F~c3r,2d: 

for example, in Btu/hr. 

If the surface is large enuf so th8,t th0 v-"llue of F j s cl.Ufe,-~e,rL "it 
different places, then the Flux across tbe 6;:l"=ire ~":_lTflC;;;n1;J~:~j~~;n':~- :~O 1:Je 
obtained by integrating over the entire f'!;; :Cw~c ':,l:.e Va~\)e3 of thelPC~·f~'1: ,In 
at every point. This may be written 

Flux of.E = JJEn c.§. (5-1~.h) 
s 

In a magnetic field, the total flux is 

N ~ ~·d.§ 
:5 

(5-L.r.; ) 

A FLUX must start somewhere. It can be con,s~·de.Y'f':·cl to be madp 60mewhc-:oe or 
t'J 1;( a circulation closing on itself 

.",;-

If the net flux from [.In area or volume is positiYe., the i area is a SOURC.E, 
and if negative, it is a SINK. These t.erms c':::'e:~;.~,-<"te jn h:: .. :h'0d?i1?r';j~~,.,o 

,/ 

If the ,flux entering an area is equal.rto th"1t leaving, it is neither a source 
nor a sink. 

// 

If we consider the net flt..~' from a volu!:1e V wo C':Hl 
" flux of ! as ' '1! . dS 

and the flux per unit volume as 

I!! " dS 
.s . FLM 1/20/51 

v 

(5-46) 

(5-47) 

/ 
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The limit as V .-~ 0 of the Flux per unit Volume is called the DIVERGENCE. 

If we consider a volume as made up of a number of small volumes the flux 
per unit- volume will vary from one small volume to another. The total Flux 
from all the small elements of volume will be 

J J J di v .E,. dV (5-4B) 
V 

This total flux can also be expressed in terms of the total external 
surface of the volume. (The net flux across any surface in the interior of 
the volume will be zero, since what leaves one small interior volume thru 
its surface (positive) enters the adjacent small volume (negative). These 
fluxes in the interior accordingly cancel, and only the flux thru the ex
terior surface of the total volume can be counted. The summation of the 
f+uxes on the differential volumes is evidently equal to the total flux 
across the exterior surface,. which may be expressed 

JJJ div .E DC dV 
V 

(5-49) 

The choice of the term DIVERGENCE may be explained by considering .E as 
equal to ;0 y where;o is the density and y is the velocity. Then the 
integrals of eq ( 5-49) indicate the mass of fluid flo\A.ing per unit time 
from the volume. ~ben the volume is infinitesimal, it represents the mass 
of fluid flowing or diverging per unit time from 8 point. 

If we consider a small volume dx dy dz , the change in mass per unit time 
per unit volume will be 

f) t 

This will be, from the principle of conservation of mass, equal and 
opposite tothe total flux per unit vol~~e, or 

df> = 
a t - ""M =-V(;ov) - --

This is called the Eguation .2f Continuity. 

(5-50) 

afO 
When the fluid is incompressible, /l == constant and Tt:2 0 , so 

~ M :: 0 • 

When the divergence of a function vanishes in a region, the function is 
said to be Solenoidal in that region. 

FLM 1/20/51 
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The other means of applying the operator v to vector is 

" x A ::I Curl A 

i j k 

Curl ! = ~ A = ~ ~ ~ 
d x ay ~ z 

Ax Ay Az 

PAGE 13 

(5-51) 

(5-52) 

The term Curl is derived from hydrodynamics. It may be shown that the 
motion of a small particle of fluid in time dt may be considered.8s made up 
of a translation, a deformation and a rotation ahout an instantaneous axis. 
The curl of the vector v (the velocity) may be shown to have the direction 
of this axis and a magnitude equal to twice the instantaneous angular velocity. 

We may get a picture of what is meant by 

V x! '" curl A 

as follows. 

(5-54) 

There are two w~s to make a field. One of these is to stir it up, to 
form lines of force that make closed figures. 

vVhat is a line of force? It has direction and magnitude. 

the curve at any point 

The direction at any 
point is that of the 
tangent to 

Suppose we consider a short section dL of a path and a vector ! making 
an angle e with the tangent. Then A cos e is the component of ! parallel to 
dL. Suppose, for example, that! represents the force acting on a particle 
moving along the path. Then IAI cos ~ dL is the work done cnthe particle 
during its motion thru distance dL but IAI cos e elL = ! • dL 

FLM 1/20/51 
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·(. 

The total work d~ne by the force ! in moving around the path is 

PAGE 14 

(5-55) 

This is a line integral. If this is carried out for the entire closed path 
we have 

(5-56) 

The circle on the integral sign indicates taking the line integral clear 
around to the point of beginning. 

If ! is the gradient £ ¢ of a scalar function of position, then 

A 

• dL = • dL "" I( .~ ~ dx + ~ ¢ dy + ~ ¢ dZ)(5-57) 
A ijx elY ~z 

B 
::r J d¢ = (5-5B) 

A 

It follows from this that the line integral of the gradient of any scalar 
function of position ¢ around a closed curve vanishes, because¢B =: ¢A • 

If the value of the line integral around a closed curve is not zero, the 
positLre value is termed the CIRCULATION. 

If, for example, v is the velocity of water around a c1~sed path and 

(5-59) 

its value is the quantity of water/sec/unit volume that is being carried 
around 0 If the integration in the direction A to B gives the positive value, 
the integration from B to A gives a negative value. The dire.ction giving the 
positive value is the direction of circulation. The circulation of the e1eo
tric intensity round a given curve represents the total voltage that would be 
impressed on a conducting wire coinciding with the curve. The circulation of 
any force represents the work done on a particle moving around the closed 
curve. If the circulation vanishes for every closed curve the field of force 
is said to be£'<?!lservati!~, that is the field does no wI;>rk on a particle 
returning to its ori.ginal position. 

The circulation around a small loop in a field depends on its size and 
orientation. As the loop contracts to a point, the circulation per unit area 
may approach a finite limit. This limit is called the component of CURL of 
F in that direction, normal to the plane in which the circulation appears to 
be c1~ckwise 

jiA_db. 
Area 

= component of Y x ! (5-60) 

that is perpendicular to the area. 

FLM 1/20/51 
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We may consider a larger area, it may be considered to be made up of a 
large number of small area! 

The line integrals in the interior of the area cancel each other, and 
only the portions on the outer periphery remain to form porti~ns of the line 
integral around the boundary of the area. The components of the y x ~ 
perpendicular to the area may be summed up, sm 

f!. • d1 0 Jl (11 • A ) • cIS (5-61) 

This is known as Stokes' Theorem. 

Summarizing: 

Del and scalar 

y ¢ ~ grad ¢ ~ gradient of scalar ¢ 
(This is a vector) 

Dot Product of 
Del and Vector 

y • ~ . '" div ~ = divergence of ~ 
(This is a scalar) 

Vector Product of 
Del and a Vector 

gxA = Curl ~ - '-

i 
.~ 

d 

dx 
A: x 

j k 

.~ '" 
~1 

dy dZ 
Ay A z 

(5-62) 

(5-63 ) 

(5-64) 

With this background we can now proceed to write Maxwell's Eauations. 
This will be taken up in the next lecture. 

FLM 1/20/51 
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Maxwell's Equations in Electromagnetic Theory are 

V· D f 

v~ B :: 0 

\/x H :: - --
DD J + __ - at 

(6 .... 1) 

(6-2): 

(6-3) 

(6-4) 

'v,hen the MKS (Meter, Kilogram, Second) system of units is used .. the cur
rent I is in amperes and V is in volts. The other terms are 

FLM 1/29/51 

D Electric Displacement (co1Jlombs/meter2) 
2-

B :: - N'lB.gnetic InductiOn (weber/meter) 

E Electric Intensity (volts/meter) 

H :: Magnetic Intensity (amperes/meter) 

J = 
") 

Current Density (runpere~:/meter'<") 

") Electric C'onducti v'ity (l/ohm-meter) 

K Kr Ko = Electric inductive capacity of the medium 

ii, l r !'" 0= Magnetic inductive capacity of the medium 

K r Dialectric constant 

II r Permeability 

Ko = 8.854 x 10-12 (Farad/m3ter) 

)J.o 4 Ii x 10-7 .., 1.257 x 10-6 (henry/meter) 

;0 :: Charge density (coulombs/meter3) 

1 
c 2.998 x 108 meters/sec 

(velocity of light (close enuf to 3. x 108 
M/S for ordinary computations) 



'. , 

In a vacuum 

D ::: 

H = 

Also ft 0 
K 

0 

E 

K 
" 
B 

lA 0 

::: l' 

C2 
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or # !:! = :9 
G 

c:nd . (Po 
376 JL V Ko-

", 

Equation (6-1) is 

V.Q "'/,0 

PAGE 2 

(6-5) 

(6-6) 

(6-7) 

(6-$) 

(6-1) 

This ,says that the divergence of the Electric Displacement) or number of lines 
of electric force per unit area is equal to the charge per unit volume. 

f = Charge per unit volume 

The. number of lines originating in a unit volume is equal to the coo rge present 
per unit volume. The electric force lines start and end on charges. 

-Equation (6-2) is 

(6-2) 

This says that the divergence of B) the magnetic induction, is zero. This 
means that magnetic lines cannot originate in a source or disappear into a 
sink. 

There is no such thing as a single magnetic pole, but the lines of mag
netic force constitute a circulation. 

FLM 1/29/51 
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Equation (6-3) is 
I 

\7xE=_OB ...:- - at 

PAGE 3 

(6-3) 

This says that the curl of~, the electric intensity, is equal to minus the 
time rate of change of the magnetic induction~. This says that)an electric 
field can be set in circulation 

The surface 
Integral 

The Line 
Integ;:-al 

)'( V x~) • dS 
r 

j ~;. dL = 
a 

•
;:.J' t (T~tal magnetic force) 

(6-9) 
= 

In other words, the total electric force around any closed loop is equal 
to minus the rate of change of magnetic flux. (The minus sign enters because 
the counter 1.M.F. developed by a rise in magnetic flux is in the sense oppo
site to that which produces the magnetic field rise; also the E.H.F. produced 
when the, magnetic flux decreases is in the sense to keep the current flowing 0 

Equation (6-4) is 

\7xH. = J + (6-4) 

This says that the curl of the magnetic intensity is equal to the current 
density plus the rate of change of the Electric Displacement. 

" Circula ti on 
Density 

j"C .sz x H.) ds :I 

Magnetic 
ivTotive 
Force 

.I H. dL 
r 

Total 
Current 

=./1.. · ds (6-10) 

In a magnet} the integral.) H • dL = total current being made. The total cur
rent includes the displacement current, which also produces a magnetomotive 
force. If we have a circuit like this} 

I ...-----·--"1 

.~. 1 
L __ .~r 

"there will be current started ''''hen the svdtch is closed. The magnetic field 
accompanying it is 

21TrH=I 
OR 

I 
H = ---==---

2 11 r ~(6-1l) 

This current continues only until the condGh.ser is charged, since there is no 
current across the gap. This is a displacement current. If the charge on the 

FLM 1/29/51 
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, .. , condenser is q J 

I ' = (6-12) 

If the charge is known, the electric field can be computed 

dS = jfJ dV = q (6-13) 
This says the total flux out of a given volume is equal to the charge ~. 
Electric Displacement is in terms of coulombs/meter2 so the charge 

The 

q :::I D x Area (6-14) 
The Current per unit area is equal to the time rate of change of the electric 
displacement curre~t 

I ell 
A :::I 

dt 
(6-:.5 ) 

Consi.der the condit ions in a cavity 

+ 
+ ~ 

+ Electric 
Field 

) 
+ 
+ ~ 

+ 

The current flowing down the sides produces a magnetic field circulating 
around the axis and an electr1c field between the two ends. 

In a vacuum. n~i ther electric nol.~ magnetic fields have sources. P change 
in magnetic field changes the electric field and vice versa. 

V;by do we have two similar quanti ties 

n and E for Electric ,oJ 

quantities and two·simi~r quantities 

B and Ii for I!agnetic 

quantities? 

In a vacuum these are related by simple constants 

Motl B 

and Ko Q "" E-

FU{ 1/29/51 
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where fA is the permeability of the material 

d' .. 4ft x 10-7 1.257 x 10-8 hen~y/meter an jAo .. 

Also 
D = K K E 0-

where K is the dialectric constant and 

Ko = 8.85 x 10-12 (Farad/meter) 

Eq. (6-1) can be expressed in terms of components 

Div 0 = v·D '" .- - cOx 
-- + a x a z 

and (6-J) as a determinant 

I • j k l~ -I 
I) a ; .... '\ 

\l E I ,~, 

x '" i$ f)y Tz 
I 
IE E E 
I X Y z 

PAGE 5 

(6-17) 

(6-18) 

(6-19) 

(6-20) 

Consider the application of these equations to a transmission line con-
sisting of two parallel plates ' 

Since it was shown (3-7) that 

c = 1 

{LC (3-7) 

it follows that either L or C can be computed if the other is known. The 

FLM 1/29/51 
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capacity can be computed as follows. 
'\ 

The capacity of a parallel plate condenser is 

C :: Ko A ' 
1 --' 

d 

PAGE 6 

(6-21) , 

The capacity per unit length o'f the transmission line above is 
I 

• K -N 
C = _0_, 

d 
Rrom Maxwell's equations 

q =:I C V :a C (~ d) e C 

Field x Gap 

D ., d 
, Ko 

The total flux of Q .. total charge,' enclosed 

q Dw C (g . d) = = 
Ko 

Whence C 
wKo :::r .:.... __ 

d 

Having this, the inductance L can be computed. 

, It Cart also be compu.ted from first principles thus z 
, 

L is defined thus 

¢ = L I 

Flux ~ Inductance x Current 

(6-22) 

(6-23) 

(6 .. ,2!.,) 

(6-22) 

( 6~25) 

In the transmission line above current is flowing in opposite directions' 
in the two plates. 

FLM 1/29/51 
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Looking en.dways at the plates, each plate will be surrounded by a mag-
-; netic field 

The current flow in this 
plate is up from the paper 
The current flow in this :~~~ 
plate is down 

The lines from each current that encircle the other plate cancel, being of 
opposite sense, leaving only a weak stray field. Those in between reinforce 
each:,ther. 

! 

The Integral 

Ig dl' = tlw 
(6-26) 

... ·JB wBd 
I = wH = ? 

po jeJ. od (6-27) 

This is equal to the total flux per unit length. This may be written 

11 . ~ Ed 
~.~==-;'=L 

Vi - ,I (6-28) 
which is the ind.uctance 

We now have 
ko VI 

C '" Ci- ( 6-·22) 
and 

/):0 d 
L ::: --

W (6-28) 

whence 

118 
{LC = V K: j) 0 :: C .,. 3 x 10 m/ sec (5-4) 

and 

is 
Preyiously it was shown that the characteristic impedance of free spa.ce 

:: {FT. :: ~o .. __ 0 -

C Ko w 
d d 

"" 376 iN SL 

o:;,~ 376 Ohms per square. 
(6-29) -

FLM 1/29/51 
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376 Ohms per square what? 

PAGE $ 

This says that the characteristic impedance of a transmission line con
sisting of two parallel plates may be determined by dividing the space between 
in square areas of an.y size and then taking the impedance of each square as 
376 ohms and combining them in series and parallel, get the impedarlce of the 
transmission line. 

For example, . take the case v,here d = w 

d r w = d -1 

T 
--_./ C 

d 

I 
J. .. - --'1:, a .-. 

d w . 
376 Vi ., 376 W "" 376 .!.L 

Consider section of cross-se~tion ab cd and one unit in length perpendicu
lar to the paper. 

We may look at this as made up of 4 squares thus 

d -

Then from the top plate to the bottom plate we have 2 squares in series vert i
call;7 and 2 colum.ns in parallel horizontally. The resistance of anyone square 
is 376 ohms, so the resistance of one column 2 squares high will be 

2 x 376 ohms 

There are two. such columns, and the resistance of these two columns in paral
lel will be half of that of each' colwnn,so the total resistanc e of the 2 
Colum.'1s is 2 x 3'7(' = 376 ohms 0 

2 

FUU/29/5l 
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The squares do not have to be of the same size. For example, take this 
case 

3 ;r=l-l~ 
3 :'_L,.D2 

3 2 

This has w::: 5 and d::: 6 , and according to Eq. ( 6-29) 

d 6 
376 W .. 376 x "5 ::: 

Looking at the subdivision into squares, we have one column 2 squares 
high in parallel with a seoond column 3 squares high. The two columns -will 
have impedances of 2 x 376 ohms and 3 x 376 ohms respectively. V:e may get 
the equivalent impedance by adding the admittances and taking the reciprocal 
of this 

Thus Zc =- 1 .U 1 
:: 

l.,.l Rl + ~ 
Rl ~. R2 "RlR2' 

In this case this becomes 

z" 376 :: 
v 1 

3 

1 

+ 
1 
2 

= 376 x.2 x 3 
2 + 3 

which is the same as found abov'e. 

Rl~.? 
Rl + R2 

6 = 376 x '5 

The usefulness of this concept is that it permits making graphical 
approximations of che.racte:::,is':~}ic im.pedances of shapes that might be difficult 
or impossible to compute anal;)·ticaJJy-o For example, cons5.der a transmis.sio!l 
line composed of two concentric cylinders, with an ann'.1lus 1/4" 

wide. Considering this as equivalent to a pair of flat plates 

FLM 1/29/51 
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Apply the idea of squares to a more complicated transrru.' SSl' on 
such as this line shape, 

r· ... -·-.·.·-··.--·---------~---···--.-----

/
. __ ._---

. ~ 

Apply to this the method of cur·-,r:i_linear squares. 

First we can note that if there is an axis of symmetry "Ie can consider 
only one half &~d get ·the total impedance by dividing the impedance found for 
one half in two, since the two halves dre i.n parallel~ 

Next we can conclude for the two corners that the conditions will be 
more or less symmetrical about a' 45 degree line extending to the corners. 

FIM 1/29/51 
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Then, noting that lines starting on the inner boundary must spread out as 
\ they approach the outer boundary, lines of potential are sketched in by eye, 

and divided in squares. The spacings are adjusted by eye to permit division 
into areas as nearly as possible square, keeping in mind that the lines must 
be at right angles to the inner and outer boundaries. The number of squares 
in each column is then noted. This gives the nUfnber in series in each colU'nn. 
These are then combined in parallel by the rule 

1 
= 376 

• D •• 

In the case sketched this can be handled as follows, starting from top center 
and going to the right 

No. of Squares 
Per Column 

3 
4 
4-1/3 
4-1/2 
5-1/3 
8 
8 
5-1/3 
L;.-1/2-
4-1/3 
3 
2~1/2 

.333 

.250 

.230 

.222 

.186 

.125 

.125 

.186 

.222 

.230 

.333 

.400 

No. of Squares 
Per Coluffi..'1 

Brolt For1d -
3-1/2 
4-1/2 
5-1/3 
5-1 /3' --I 

4~1/2 
4-1/3 
4 
3-1/3 
3 ' 
3 

5 .~·39 ::: 0.186 

Divide by 2 to take accou_'1t of oth'3r half 

o .l.El0. = 0.093 
2 

Then Zc "" 376-x 0.093 = 35 SL 

Reciprocal 

2 c e42 
.285 
.222 
.186 
.186 
.222 
.230 
.250 
.300 
.333 
.331 

5.389 

It doesn I t make any difference what the sizes of the squa res are, as long 
as they are properly added in series, and the series SVIllS combined in paralleL 

I 

The process can be applied to a more complicated structure, such as a 
pair of Dees for a cyclotron 
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The connections may be made into quarterwave trar~smission lines with· shorted 
termini 

For this case 
v = 

= 

._. --_ .. _ •.. _-] 

cos 

sin 

~ 4 
2'ii"x 

L 

2 1\ x 
L 

The voltage and current appear thus 

v 

I 

The two dees of a cyclotron are computed separately and the result multiplied 
by tw/" 

Excitation _.. -

.------~-----------r 

/-~\ i I 

~o\ :=:'::_.,=./~; ~§~~; ~_~_l __ .I __ ~J 
~' i 

I -'-----------------". 

Suppose it is desired to excite the Cyclotron Dees to 100 .KV and the available 
source is limited to 10 KV. 

An estimate is made as to where the 10 KV points are in the stems, and 
the power is fed in there by connecting to the grid and plate of the R-F power 
source, making the connecting lines an integral number· of wave lengths long. 

Adjustment will have to be made by trial and error. 
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APPENDIX TO LECTURE 6 

THE FOLLOWING IS EXTRACTED FROM "MATHEMATICS OF MODERN 
ENGINEERING, VOLUME I, BY DOHERTY. AND KELLER 

Chapter III, Part II, Pages 206-~20" "Derivation or the 
Partial Differential Equations or Mathematica.l Physics 

. or Vector Fields" . 



The following is extracted from "Mathematics of Modern Engineering, I" 
by Doherty and Keller, John Wiley & Sons--1936: 

DERIVATION OF THE PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF 
MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS OR VECTOR FIELDS 

I 

The derivation of the partial differential equations of mathematical 
physics is little mor~ than expressing vector relations which hold within a 

,~ vector field or between vector fields., The basis relations themselves are, 
in general, physical relations in vector form accompanied by certain mathe
matical transformations resulting in the partial differential equations of 
Section 79. . 

77. SOME VECTOR FIELDS. There are many kinds of vector fields. In the 
study of heat conduction, it is known that the flow of heat is in the direc
tion of the greatest decrease of temperature and has a magnitude per unit area 
proportional to the rate of change of temperature. This statement is ex
pressed Simply by the equation 9. = - kVV, where q is the heat flowing through 
a cross-section of unit area per unit time, the dIrection being that to give 
maximum qj V is the temperature, a scalar function; and k is the thermal con
ductivity of the body. Near every mass there is a field of force called the 
gravitational attraction. This force of attraction at any point may be ob
tained by taking the gradient of a scalar point function called thegravita
tional potential (see Section 82.). Likewise, near an electrically charged 
body,there is the electrostatic field. 

At points exterior to the charge, there exists a scalar point function, 
the electrostatic potential, whose gradient taken at the point p(x,y,z) gives 
the negative of the electric intensity at that point. Near a magnetized body 
there is a magnetic fieldo The negative of the magnetic intensity of this 
field is given by the gradient of the scalar magnetic potential. 1rithin a 
body of flowing fluid there is a vector field or velocity field. If the curl 
of this field is zero then there exists a function ~, called the velocity 
potential, such that the gradient of ¢ at any point gives the negative of the 
velocity of the fluid at that point. 

78. PRELIMINARY THEOREMS. Before deriving the partial differential 
equations of mathematical physics, it is necessary to understand the very 
important theorems, in vector analysis, of Gauss, Stokes, and Green. In 
Section 70, line and surface integrals involving vectors were defined and 
illustrated. The concept of the volume integral, !f..dV, .of a vector function 

is also needed. The integra.\I/:.dV is defined by the equation 

fEdV = i f Fxdv + 1 JFydV + !i fFzdV. 
Vol Vol Vol Vol 
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The three theorems of this section are the machiner,y by which transformations 
are made between line, surface, and volume integrals. Eqs. (250-252) state in 
symbols, respective~,Gauss's, Stokes's, and Green's theorems as follows: 

(250) 

Vel S 

(251) 

JV£f (U :Z· '2 V - V Y ·Y U)dv ~ [f(u 'Z. V - V '\I U)· lldS (252) 

Gauss's theorem stated in words is: The volume integral of the diver
gence of a vector function of position in space taken over a volUme is equal 
to the surface integral of the vector function taken over a closed surface 
bounding the volume. To illustrate Gauss's theorem qualitatively, consider 
a~ss of metal within which heat is generated, say by electric current. 
Gauss's theorem states that the total heat flowing, in the steady state, out 
through the surface is equal to the volume integral of the divergence of the 
heat-flow vector, which can be shown to be equal to the amount of heat gen
erated in the solid. 

Stokes's theorem is: The surface integral of the curl ofa vector func
tion of position in space taken over a surface S is equal to the line inte
gral of the vector function taken around the peripher,y of the surface. A 
physical illustration of Stokes's theorem may be had in the magnetic field 
about a wire carrying a current. According to the circuital theorem the work 
done in carrying a unit pole around a closed path is 4'Tf times the current 
enclosed by the path, or if the path lies in air C)k '" 1), in symbols 

f:E.. • dr. ~ 411' 1· 
c 

.But I is equal to the surface integral of the current density .J. over any 
surface bounded by the closed path c, 
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The circuital theorem may also be written:i, x ~ "" 4ff( j. To see that this 
is true it is only necessary to refer to tEe third definition of curl in 

Section 75. If in Eq. (248), F is replaced by ] and f ~ · do!: by 47f'f we 
c 

obtain 

( V x ]). ". lim 
- J a'-;-+O 

Replacing in the double integral above, 411' J. by jZx] we obtain 

fi · d.!: "" if yx~· d2, 
c s. 

which is Stokes's theorem. The material of this article is a statement and 
illustration of these thenrems by means of physical examples. But these 
theorems depend in no way UpOft physical experiment. They are mathematical 
identities. ' ) 

79. THE PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF MATIID,dATICAL PHYSICS. The 
chief partial differential equations of Mathematical Physics are the follow
ing: 

a. Laplace l s equation :z. 2.. v* :::I 0, which is satisfied by the fune
tions: 

1. Gravitational potential in regions unoccupied by attracting 
matter. 

2. Electrostatic potential at points where no charge is present. 
3. Magnetic potential in regions free from magnetic charges. 
4. Temperature in steady state. 
5. Velocity potential at points of a homogeneous non-viscous 

fluid moving irrotationally. 

* The (lperator 

and the equation 

is called the LAPLACIAN EQUATION. 
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6., Electric potential in homogeneous conductors in which a current 
is flowing. 

b. Poisson I s equation V· "SZ V .. - e. 
c. Equation of· heat conduction without sourcesl.. a2 "Sl.' Y..9 = 9t. 
d. Equation of heat conduction with sources, a;G( y... '2. e + e) "" 9t • 
e. V'jave equation" a2 y . .sz 1/1 = ""ftt' and 
f. a 2 (sz:. S! 'if- + e) "" 7/tt. 
g. Equations of elasticity. 
h. Telegraphists! equation, a~tt + b~t + c ~ • ~ I 2 - ceo 
i. Maxwell!s field equations. 
j. Euler's equation for the motion of a fluido 

The single subscript t indicates one partial differentiation with res
pect to time; two subscripts, partiai differentiation twice. We now derive, 
in vector notation, some of the above equations. 

80. EQUATION OF HEAT CONDUCTION WITHOUT SOURCES, a2 'Sl.. Y. e '" ~\ ' 
Consider the following problem: - A mass of iron has been ,heated to a certain 
temperature and left to cool. 11fuat is the temperature at any point of the 
mass at any time t? The differential equation giYing this temperature may be 
found from the following physical facts: . 

(a) The flow of heat will be 
in the direction of the greatest 

. decrease of temperature and will 
have a magnitude per unit area pro
portional to this rate of change of 
temperature, 

(b) The rate at which heat is lost 
lost by a given region of the body 
is the heat flux passing through the 
,surface bounding the region. 

n :! 
l .I 

; 

! 
! 

Element of 
, ; general sur-
I ....... i fa'ce 

(ylement of 
isothermal sur

face 

Fig. 47, 

The rate of heat loss from an element of volume dv in terms of tempera

ture e and specific heat c is - cp g r dv where J is the density.-

Thus the rate of heat loss from a general region of volume V (See Fig. 47) 
bounded by surface S is 

. ~Q J'{fl de 
- ;jt" - .J" c~ at dv. 
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. In general S is not an isothermal surface. V:e may also express the rate of 
heat loss in terms of the heat current density .9. (heat flew per unit of time 
per unit area normal to the flow) as . 

_ ~ '" ( ( n i ndS. crt. ~ J - :J. 

Equating these two expressions by relatiDn (b) 

-J r (pc ~ dv G Is {l! · gdS. 

By means of Gauss's theorem, the last equation becomes 

(253) 

Since these integrals are equal for every volume, the integrands must be equal. 
Hence 

-pc .s2J! .. 'V • q. at --
But by relation (a), q . II - k ve, where k is the thermal conductivity. The 
last equation then becomes -- . 

where a2 ::II pc . 
81. EQUATION OF HEAT CONDUCTION WITH SOURCES. In this case, physical 

relations (a) and (b), Section BO, still obtain, and also one additional one. 
Each element of the mass within t.he volume V may have heat generated in it by 
some means, for example, by an electric current. The density of strength of 
source e of heat is defined by the equation 

l
' Total heat created within V per unit time 

e"" lJIl V • 
V~O 

The additional physical relation is: the rate at which heat is 'emitted from 
the element of yolume ,dv may be considered as consisting of two parts: first, 
that which is the rate of cooling the element if no source were present, 

\ 2a' 
namely, -pc at d~J and ~econdly, that due to the source edv. Returning to 

Eq. (253) of the preceding paragraph, we write 

FLM 2/7/51 
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Since this eqUation holds for every volume, it follows that 

a2 ( '7 • Y e + e) .. 6t • 
, 
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S2. CONCEPT OF POTENTIPL AND THEOREMS OF GENERAL VECTOR FIELDS. It has 
been noted in Section 77 that the gradient of a scalar point function (called 
various kinds of potential) gives a vector field. This leads to the defini
tion of a potential. A potential is a scalar point function whose gradient 
is a vector field. In such a case, the vector field is said to possess a 
potential. It is by no means true that all vector fields possess a potential. 
The simple criterion f"r the existence of' a potential is given by the theorem: 

I. A necessary and sufficient condition that a field I possess a poten
tial is that:sz. x.E ::a '0. (See Section 27 for the meaning of' l)ecessary and 
sufficient. ) J 

To determine whether the curl of a field is zero, it is necessary to 
know physical facts about the field and then to apply Eq. (24S), 

which is 

where a .. area 

For instance" in the ~gn~tostatic case, if the line ,integral .r; ~ · dr. i3 

calculated around a closed path which encloses no currents, by the circuital 

theorem, ~~. dr. aO, and consequently, by (24S), curl] .. ° in such regions. 
Similarly, the line integrals of the force of attraction and electric inten
sity, taken around closed paths, are zer0 for gravitational and electrostatic 
fields. 

The concept of potential function is one of the most important in mathe
matical physics because, once the potential (if it exists) of the field is 
known, the field is determined. This raises the question, why not find the 
field due to the distribution of charge, current, or mass at once, and dis
pens~ with the intermediate potential? The answer is that the potential 
satisfies certain partial differential equations which can be integrated and 
hence the' potential may be found with less difficulty than the field. The 
following table displays some of the most important potentials and their 
definitions. 
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I - ~- Definition by par-
I Definition by line Definition by vOl- tial differential 

integral ume integral equation. Solution, 
subject to boundar,y 
conditions of: 

Negative Work 

Newtonian potential 
"" f~ • (+ do!:) V f ~dV Y . .'\} V '" 0 , "" 

c.>O or \1: Y Va-411)--t • 
Per unit .rna: s s 

I , 
--' 

r Work 
Electrostatic :::I f~ · (-dr.) V :s f er.

dv 
potential oa 

\ Per unit charge 

r VJork 

n=f fE · ( -d,!: ) 
()' dv 

Magnetic potential .. r 
00 

Per unit pole 
! 

I Magnetic vect~r A f~dV 
• •••••••• e •••••••• 0 

:::I _ 

• potential •• • • - , r 

Velocity potential , 
• • •• • t- t' ..... e •••••••• . ..... ~ ............. 

\-- '. I Velocity vector ! p '" -Lf co dV 
I._ potential 

............. $ ••••• 0. I 2'\1' r , -I "!Ol I 

! ,; 

In the abo~e tabl~: 

)1-\::1 mass per unit volume, 
P .. density of charge per unit volume, 
cr e pole strength per unit volumel 
~ = velocity vector potential, 

2'\1 Va 0 , 
or Y:'V V '" -4rfff • 

V· \lSL= 0', 

or SZ·::sz: 5&'" -4£ff'0'"' 

.---. 
2·0A '" 0 , 

or 'J'51A '" -411'j -
V .. ~p o. 

-1 
'" 

-

y. Q~ :I 0 , 
or \7 .. \7 ~ '" -2 . .92. • ---

! 
I .. j . 

tJ..) '" angular velocity o:f fluid ... ~ curl of linear velocity, 
F ::I gravitational force, 

li ::I magnetic intensity (force per unit pole) '" Bij~ , 
~ a velocity potentiall 
~ a electric intensity. 
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. In the Case of vector potentials the fields desired are obtained not by _ 
taking the gradient but by t,aking the curl of the vector potential. 

Frc."ll theorem I, it is evident that vector fields possessing potentials 
are not the most general fields, £ince the curls of such .~ields have the 
special value zero, What then is the nature of a general vector field, and 
what must be known about a general field to determine it? The answer to these 
two questions are theorems II and III. 

II. Let.E be a single-valued vector function which, along with its 
derivatives, is finite and continuous and vanishes at infinity. Then.E can 
be written 

F :3'SlP + '5Zx li, 

or .E ~ grad p + curl li 

where f and!! are respectively a scalar and a vector point fun4tion. This is 
the HelJnholtz theorem in ve~tor analysis. 

III. A vector field is uniquely determined if the divergence and curl 
be· specified" and if the normal component of the field be known over a closed 
surface, or if the vector vanish as 1/r2 ·at infinity. If neither of the last 
two conditions is satisfied" the field is determined except for an additive 
constant vector. 

We now resume the derivation of equations. 

S3. PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF GRAVITATIONAL, ELECTROSTATIC, AND 
MAGNETOSTATIC FIELDS. These derivations are based upon Gauss's law and in the 
case of the roagnetostatic field" the circuital theorem of Ampere. 

1. Gauss's law. In electrostatics the force between two charges ql and 
q2 is given by the inverse square law 

f '" • 

The field vector §. is defined a13 the force per unit charge. Gauss I s law 
relates the surface integral of ~ over a closed surface S to the charge Q 
within S. For a region containing no polarized dielectric it is 

'f )S §.. dS ... 4'11Q. 

This can readily be proved from the inverse square law; in fact" it is a 
mathematical equivalent which is based on no further experimental evidence. 
Thus if a phenomenon is characterized by Coulomb's inverse square law, as the 
magneto static and gravitational fields are, Gauss's law also holds. For the 
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magneto static field ~ in Gauss's law is replaced by li, the force per unit 
pole, and Q, by the number of unit poles enclosed. For the gravitational 
field, § is replaced by E, the force per unit mass, and Q by - M, the nega
tive of the total mass enclosed. The negative sign occurs because the force 
between masses is attraction whereas that between like charges or like poles 
is repuision$·' -

2. The circuital theorem. The line integral! li · do!: of the magnetic 
intensity li, due to a current, taken around any closed path c encircling a 
conductor is equal to 41f'I, where I is the total current flowing in the con
ductor. 

By means of 1 and 2 above, most of the fundamental laws governing 
gravitational, electrostatic, and magnetostatic fields are quickly obtained. 

(~) Gravitation. In gravitational fields Gauss's law is 

1 JE · d.§ '" - 4tfJ'M, 
i) I 

where M is the total mass enclosed. The last e9uation may be written 

[ [E · d~ • - 4fdV, 
S. Vol 

where)L is the mass density. Applying Gauss's theorem (250), we have 

[2- ,Edv ... -41f[~dV. 
Vol Vo 

Since the last equation holds for every volume, it follows that the integrands 
are equal, that is, 

(254) 

By applying the definition of curl (248) to a gravitational field, which obeys 
the inverse square law, it can be shown that '2. x E .. 0 everywhere. By theorem 
I, Section 82, a potential V exists such that'9.-V = E. Hence (254) can be 
written 

(255) 

This is Poisson's equation. It holds at all points occupied by matter •. At 
points free from attracting matter /- .= 0, and Poisson's equation becomes 
Laplace I s equation 

y . 'l V '" o. (256) 

Eqs. (255)' and (256) are the important partial differential eqlJCl.tions of 
gravitational theory. 
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(b) ~~gnetostatics. Replacing § by li and Q by (crdv in Gaussts law, 
~ol 

and repeating the reasoning immediately preceding (254), we have 

v · H :s 4 "11 0-'. - - (257) 

The quantity o-is the pole strength per unit volume. By the circuital theorem 
and t:1e definition of curl (248), it follows that in non-current-carrying 
regi0ns 

VxH:::tC. - -
Hence by theorem I, Section 82, potential function fiJ exists in non-current
carrying regions such that " S?.J os - H. Hence (257) becomes 

(258) 

At points devoid of magnetic poles the last equation becomes 

(259) 

In current-carrying regions, by the circuital theorem, Jlx.!! -I 0, and c("n
sequently no scalar potential \)0exists. 

(c) Electrostatics. B.y retracing the steps employed in (a) of this 
article, it fol10WS that 

\1. ~ ::I 4rrr p , ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

\lx E ::t 0, - -

". '\IV ::s - 4rr( f .) 

(260) 

The quantities p and V are defined in Section 82. So far, the electrostatic 
charges considered in the application of Gauss's law have been free charges. 
Gauss's law as stated above holds only if there is no dielectric medium wi th:tn 
the closed surface. Suppose now, in addition ttl free charges, there is within 
S a dielectric containing bound charges which are influenced by an electric 
field. The field causes the positive atom cores and negative electrons of an 
at('lm to be displaced from their equilibrium (normal) positi9n. The result is . 
that the atom forms a DIPOLE. The,product of either charge of a dipole by the 
separating distance is called the magnitude of the electric moment of the 
dipole. If the direction is taken from the negative charge to the positive 
charge, the product of this unit vector by the magnitude of the moment is 
called the ELECTRIC Mm~NT, a vector quantity. The polarization P of a dielec
tric is defined to be the total electric moment per unit volume" -It can be 

" , : 
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shown that the POL/.RIZ.£~TION of the atoms of dielectric is equivalent to a 
mean charge per unit volume of - 'V • P. Hence Gauss's theorem becomes - -

f'§.· 
S 

d§, .. 41T'(Q - f " · f.dv) 

:z 41f(Q -if. · dS), 
S l(§. + 41l'f.) • dS ... 411' Q • 

S 
The quantity §. + 411' E is called the ELECTRIC DISPLf.CEMENT 
Hence Gauss's law for all charges within S·is 

fsll 
Again proceeding as in (a), we have 

instead of 
v. 

(261) 

and is denoted by Q. 

(262) 

VIe are now in a position to derive Maxwell t s field equations. 

84. MA1TiELL'S E(UATIONS. For the derivatinn of these equations~ in 
general form, t here are needed: (a) certain results of Section 83, (b) the 
experimental results of Faraday and Ampere, (c) vector relations, and (d) 
Maxwell's generalization. 

(a) Results of Section 83. In Eqs. (257-262) electrostatic and electro
magnetic units are employed •. The most important of these equations, if written 
in Heaviside-Lorentz· rational units (to eliminate the 4m",s)" are 

V' D - - .. f" ) 

y. ] 0, 
) .. ) 

V· E 
) (263) 

- - "" f' ) 

I.E · dr .. j. ~ 
Eqs. (263) hold for steady currents and stationar,y e1ectrostatie charges 

and stationary circuit s. It is natural to expect the existence of a set of 
simultanerus partial differential equations describing the more general elec
tromagnetic configurations, that is, those configurations or systems in which 
there are moving circuits and' charges not at rest. These equations are the 
well-known FIELD EQUATIONS. 

(b) Experiments of Faraday and l~pere. In 1831 Faraday discovered the 
faet that, whenever the magnetic flux through a c10sed single-turn circuit 
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varies, there is induced in the circuit an electromotive force whose magnitude 
is equal to the time rate of decrease of flux. The direction of the electro
motive force is related to the direction of flux through the circuit as shown 
in Fig. 48. If the electromotive 
force is induced in a conductor a 
current flows. Flux 

Ampere first obtained experi
mentally the results upon which the 
theorem stated in Section 83 is 
based. 

(c) Mathematical expression of 
Faraday's and Ampere1s laws. The elec
tromotive force e around the closed 
curve C formed by a circuit is defined 
by the line integral 'f 

'e "" §.. d.t, 
, c 

taken around the curve. ~ Stokes's theorem, 

J}'d£'[fYX!'~' 

E.M.F. 

Fig. 48. 

(264) 

where S is a cap (surface) whose periphery is the circuit or curve C. Fara
day's experimental result, expressed in vector form, is 

.[ f '7 x ~ ) • d§., .. - ! ~ (!] · d§ =- ~ If d~ • d~ 
S ' c dt J S J .. c d t 

or 

[(c"lX! ) · d!!. • -~Ir] · ~ 
where the dot over a quantity ~ldicates partial time different ion, and c is a 
constant of proportionality, equal to the velocity of light, necessary in this 
system of units. Since the last equation is true for every surface S, it 
follows that 

v x ~ ~ - .1.. S. (265) 
-, C -

Eq. (265) is Faraday's law in differential form. Ampere's circuital theorem, 
in vector notation, is 

111 · d£ -f(i. · ~ 
c S 

where S is a cap whose periphery is C. By Stokes's theorem, we also have 

!!i · d!: • [ {yx li · <12. 
Consequently, ~ c S 

)S r~x !i · d2 =[ fl· ci§, 
or by the reasoning preceding Eq. (265) S 

FLM 2/7' 
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Eq. (266) is Ampere's law in differential form. If it is assumed that Gauss's 
law is valid for variable fields as well as for electrostatic and magneto
static fields, we then have the four equations: 

YOQ ... f ' ) 

~ V· B ... 0, - -
_! oj, ~ (267) 

V xE .. - 1.-B :01 - - c- c dt ) 

YXl! 
. pv ) 

=J--=, ) 
c 

where.! is the drift velocity of charge of density f . 
(d) Maxwell's generalization. Maxwell noted that Eqs. (267) are in

consistent with the equation of continuity of charge. The equation of con-

tinuity of mas ... ~ ... - ~. M, was derived in Section 74. If P denotes 
charge per unit v%iume and y its velocity, the equation of continuity, in 
electromsgentic theory, becomes 

" p .. - " 0 (Ov ) • d t - J-
(268) 

This equatioq.merely states that the time rate of increase of charge, in any 
region is equal to the excess of charge flowing in, per unit time, over that 
flowing out. All experimental evidence indicates that the law of continuity 
holds, that electricity is neither created nor destroyed. 

. The contradiction between,Eq. (268) ,and the fir~~ and last of (267) is 
seen as follows. Taking the d~vergence of Y xl!" ~~ ,we have 

". (Pc
y 

) '" 'V-V x 1i .. 0, (269) 
or 

V· C-P ! ) '" o. 
c 

But (268) ·gives 

Moreover, if the first of (267) is differentiated with respect to time, there 
is 

d"=Vti> at _:t.) 

and from the value of ~ \. in the equa~ion of continuity 

£.. <f.! ) ..... ~ · 12. 
FLM 2/7/51 
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Equations (269) and (270) 'do not agree. Accordingly, Maxwell revised Ampere1s 
law as follows.' Let the total current consist of a convection current?!' and 

• ' c 
a dlsplacemeht current ~, The j in equation 

- , C 

(266) is then replaced by ~ (Py + Q ), and Ampere's equation as revised by 

Maxwell becomes 
, ,i.;"" , 

(271) 

If the divergence of (271) is taken, Eq. (270) is obtained. But (270) is 
\ a consequence of (26$) and the first of (267). Thus the equation of continuity 
is satisfied if system (267) be replaced by the equati0ns 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

1 .) 
V x !! '" C ( f!. + Q ). ) 

These are the field equations of Maxwell • 
• 

(272) 

If the currents are steady the D ... ° and (272), in this special case, 
reduce to (267). -

In regions devoid of charge and current equations (272), since 11 = ).IJ li, 
and Q ... k§, become / 

" • E ::I 0, '- - ,) 
) 
) v · !i ... 0, . ) 

V xE :s _ fo!! ) 
- - c ' ) 

..y x H :t ! E. ) 
- c - ) 

(273) 

The constants~ and k are respectively the permeability and dielectric~constant 
of the space for which (273) are valid. 

The nature of the solution of these equations is discussed in Section B6, 
and the equations are solved in Vol. II, Chap~ III, for configurations of 
charge and current of great industrial importance. 

FLM 2/7/51 
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LECTURE 7 

By Dr. Andrew Longacre 
2/12/51 

VJAVE GUIDES 

M~~ll computed the velocity of electromagnetic waves .as 

v - _L

-V}J. 0 Ko 

10 3 x 10 . cm/sec 

where'- ).10 -41l x 10-7 = L257 X 10-6 (henry/meter) 

J 

(7-1) . 

From the known measured valves of these ,constants gl.V1ng a velocity 
of t.he elect:~o~gnot.J.c wave equal to c, 'the velocity of light, Ma)"'''W'ell 
concluded immediately that light was also an electromagnetic wavl3. 

It was som'3 tinle before Hertz succeeded in generating and 
detecting wa.ves generated by purely electromagnetic means; which 
eventually de~leloped into symphony concerts, ,vooden 'dummies, political 
misinformation, and singing commercials now available to all on radio 
and televieiQn sets. • 

The form of the equB.tions indicated that electromagnetic "raves 
vibTate transverse to the direction of propagation. This is quite 
c:.iffere.nt from s01md 1'/'aves, in which the vibration is 10l:.gitudinal, 
consisting of alternate zones of compression and rarefactionc 
(A stretched rope may transmit longitudinal waves, but can also transmit 
transverse waves". such as may be ir.itiated by a sudden transverse 
displacement of one end of the rope, which forms a dist'~rbance that 
travels down the line.) 

That light consists of ,transverse vibrations may be demonstrated 
by the following experiment. 

e~ 
". '" I 8 ,~ 

~. (~, 
Fig. (7-1) 

\ 

.. 
Fill 2/15/51 
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If light is reflected from 2 polished pisces of black glass 
(black to absorb the component of the rays that penetrate the surface, so 
that this portion will not be reflected by the opposite surface, and wreck· 
the experiment) there is a certain critical angle at which light will be 
seen after the double reflection. At other angles all light is absorbed •. 

This can be explained as follows. The incident beam A is composed 
of numerous "raves il'i.brating transversely,but in planes of random 
orientation relative to the plane of the· glass. Most of the light penet.rates 
the glass and is absorbed, but those components that are perpendicular to 
the plane of the glass "Jill be reflected. The reflected ray B is "plane 
polarized", that is, it contains orily elements vibrating in a single plane. 
This plane polarized light will also be reflected from the second glass if 
this is at the critical angle. This phenomenon can only be explained if 
the vibration is transverse. 

A few years ago, after means were developed for generating w~ves of 
very short 'wave lengths, it was found that it was possible to transmit 
electromagnetic waves down hollow pipes of conducting material.. This 
pher.omenon is not the same as'transmission by a coaxial cable, in which the 
current is carried on the surface of the inner .and outer conductors, in 
accordance ~_th the principles of transmission lines that have already been 
discussed, but the transmission is by. means of multiple reflections back 
a,nd forth between the opposing surfaces. 

A transverse "lave in space has an E vector (electric) and an H vector 
(magnetic). These two are in phase, but vibrate in planes at 900 to each 
othero 

.. , 
i. 

r 

H 

"Z"'- + "\ E 
\ 

/ 
direction of propagation 

Fig (7-2) 

This is a right hand system. 
The direc"t.ion of propagation Z 
is that of a nut moving along 
a right hand .. screw. This is 
toward the observer if the 
rotation appears to be 
counterclockwise • 

Light from ordinary sources does not have the directions of E and H fixed, 
but sucessions of ,waves vibrate transversely at random angles, as below. 

\/ 
\ 

7\ 
FLM 2/15/51 

Here the E vector only is 
shown. The H vector 
accompanying each E vector. 
is perpendicular to it. 

Fig (7-3) 
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}r the direction of the E vector (and the H vector at right angles 
to it) are pinned down to be in B. single plane, the wave is polarized. 

NOvl consider a wave vd. th direction of propagat::i.on making an angle of 
incidence e "lith a a:onducting metal "raIL 

I 

\ 
Fig (7-4) 

The wave front is perpendicular to the direction of propagation. Consider 
t.he full lines represent E vectors coming up from the paper, ancithe dotted. 
lines represent. vectors going down. The E vectors that intersect the surface 
cause currents that cancol the incident E vector and are of such magnitude 
and direction that they send out anotherE vector of opposite phase that 
constitute the reflected wave front. Now it will be noted that at points 
b,c~cl,e, etc. there are intersections of equal ~'ectors of opposite phase, 
which will therefore cancel. A sirr~lar cancellation ~Qll occur at tlie 
second grqup of intersections g,h,i etc. The planes containing these 
intersections are parallel to the upper metal wall, and are spaced multiples 
of distance a apart. At any such plane of intersection another metal 1/Irall . 
can be placed~which will permit a second series of reflections, but will 
leave the pattern of waves between the plates undisturbed •. The waves will 
then travel down between the two guiding planes, being reflected back and 
forth between them, but withou.t causing currents in the metal._ such as exist 
in transmission lines. Two additional planes can then'be put in parallel to 
the plane of the paper, making a rect&~gular wave guide o 

i 
a 

\ 
\ / 

'y 
/ \ 

I \ 
/ 

FIM 2/15/51 

Fig (7-5) 

I 
I 

/ 

/ 
I 
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The distance betw·sen two successive "Jave f:-onts of the same phase, 
measured perpendicular to the wave fronts, is equal to the wave length (\ 0 

l'he distance bet".reen the wave fron+'s parallel to the wave gu:i..de is . ·.A g. The 
angle of incidence of the wave against the "rall is e. It follows that 

1\ = i\ sin e or..1L = sin e 
g ~(? 

<:> 

The wave fronts make an angle e with the ,vall, which is the same as the 
angle of inci~ence of the direction of propagation with the normal. ,The 
perpendicular distance "a" bisects the angle between incident and reflected 
"lave fron:'s, so it follows that 

Ct : tan e - sin e 
1\ /2 

- c03e 
g 

(7-2) 

or 28. - ~..J.21L -- -
(\ g y;:(~)2 

{\g 

(7-3) 

'Ihis may be solved for ~ r.7 as fO]~01I\TS;' 
Di vida by (\ /~ g E> 

2a -. 1 -
.;1 

1/1-( rvf\.{s) 2. 

1: - 1 - (L)2 -
4a2 ?lg 

1 -

(7-4) 

This gives the relation{\g in the quide to {\ and a • 

If ~ = 2a, f1 g = 00 

FThI 2/15/51 
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This is the CUT-0FF "raYe length = 2a. The wave guide then acts 'as a high
pass i'ilt8r, and will not pass '1aves with greater wave length than 2a 
(that is, it ",rill only 'pass waves having higher frequency than corresponds 
to 7\= 2a. 
(That this passes waves only with wave lengths shorter than (\ :. 2a can be 
seen from the fact that for f\ > 20. ,the t~rm in the denominator tinder 
the ra1ic,a+ will be negative, l'ihi eh would make/) g imagi;'1ary.) 

i 
f~ -Vg ~ 

Fig (7-6) 

Since the direction of p::-oopagativn of the waves goes back and fo:cth between 
the two walls,' it will ta,ke the energy longer to pass dO'l1n the wa';e guide 
than if it were traveling straight in free space at the veJ.ocity of light, C. 
'I~1e velocity of energy t:cansmisd.on is called the GROUP VELOCITY and, as can 
be seen from the diagra'Il above 

v - C sin e g -

From Figure (7-5) it can be seen that 

tan e :. sin e :. " - 2a c. --COS-(J 
l\g/2 Ag 

so cos 9 = .d._ 
2a 

and 

= 2a 

A/sin e 

(7-6) 

In Figure (7-5) the distance .~ g is greater than (\ , the relation 
being 

(7-9) 

FLM 2/15/51 
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The apparent velocity of the waves in the guide is greater than the velocity 
of light • This is called the PHA3E V.uLOCITY and 

v _. (\g C 
P ---

i\ 

'Combining (7--5) and (7-10) 

... c ---sin e 

V V .- C sin e 0 

g p 
c 

sin e 
~ 

=c 

(7-10) 

(7-11) 

Consider a wave guide vuth plates a distance a apart (This view is 
" looking into the end of the guide) 

~l - ... ~ 
-.~ 

--> 
----l> 
-~ 

The E vector is now in the plane 
of the paper, and is a cosine 
fu.l"lCtion, wit.h zero vaJ..ue at the 
top and bottom and a maxilnum in 
the centere 

If the guide width (shm~'Yl vert~cally) is doubled to 2a, theI'e \'.1J_1 be a 
second portion of thG c0s:i!:e "'Javo of oppo:.:.ite s:~gl1. (fig. 7-8) 

T 1'-
.---' 

~ 7-.;- ,~ 

-;:... ~ 

-+ -....-;;"" 
~ -.;.-

0. '--'-;> a -~ : ~ 
" . i-;"""~~ . ~~ -," 

._-,';:p --~, 

4-
.~ 

t~: 
--.:;.. 
---> 

-~ ---"P 
~ --l>- .ir···~ ) -'-'j> . ~"" 

~ .. .. ~~ 
._;... l \ ; .. ~. 

I 
~ *- This guide of width also _.,..... ~- 2a can 
-: ...... ..;--- have passing t.hru it simultaneously a '<':;---
.~ ~-. another wave of the same frequency. a -;;>-, 

L~ -? (fig. 7-9) , 
J_ ~ 

-+-. 
-+ ; ...... 

-+'-_..1 
i • 

. . 

Fi (} 
~' 

(7-9) FIg (7-8) 

Looking at this in longitudinal section the last cq.se would be 
.~e.Pl.~.§.~_~t.~d.~.Y. ... }'I:~_s.. arrangement of wave fronts. 

FLM 2/15/51 
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And the first one by this (F 19 7- 8) ; 

PAGE 7 

Fig. (7-10) 

This Sh01N"S there may be at least two waves. of the same frequency passing 
down the wav-e guide simultaneously, but being reflected cafferently. 

In Figure (7-11), for a guide of vudth a , 

e -1. _" A - :: cos LL (7-12) 
2a 

and when (\ = 2a, e = 0 • This'means that the "rave is bouncing back and forth 
normal to the side walls, and is not progressing down tlle guide 0 Under these 
conditions no power is tr,msmitted. This is the out - off frequency. 
. \ 

For a given a , there are an infinite number of wave lengths that can 
move down the line, a11 shorter than )1 = 2a. The attenuation is a minimum 
for the :.simplest mode; and increases as the frequency increases. 

FUI 2/15/51 
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If there are two loops 

f ~\l 
a ) 
1 _' 

1 \ 
) 

in width a , t.he cut off wave length '\\1.11 be 
'", 

~L\.. 
2a 

- ..t\_ 1 
a 

and in general, the condition for transmission of. energy is that 

!l.0 < 1 
2a 

For a given r'atio of {\ to a ,there is a definite angle of incidence 
and reflection 0. To shO'ltTwhat this looks like ,take a rectangular guide of 
width 'Q and the particular case where (\ = 0 e aa and n has the value 1 or 2 .. 
from (7-12) for n = 1 

e = cos-l 11_ -
2a 

"'-" For n:; 2 

e ..l. cos-1 ?~ = 
2a 

-1 0 ("'a cos ~:::::.. = 
2.3. 

, 
cos-.J. 0.8 = '37 

o 

In a rectant;ular guide there may be wayes reflect.ed bad: and forth 
between each pair of sid.e "TaIls. If' the guide is square, there are many 
wave lengths that may be moving dO'\\Il1 both ways simultaneously. If the 
wave guide is made with one d5mension twice the ot:ler.9 t~leN may be for one 
given frequency a confor:natior. of two loops in the a direction and one in the 

a -1 

, . 

b directicn, and this is the cross section generally used. 

FUI 2/15/51 
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_ Now let us consider how the currents act in a wave guide. 

/~//:~1' 
/ ", ......... ', .. 

/' ,. 
x ./' 

/1><' ' , Fig. (7-12) ./' ,.-x 
I X 
Y 

PAGE 9 

The electric vectors move up and dm-m, causing charges alternately 
negative and positive in the top and bottom surfaces. It might be that at 
first that there w'ould be current florrs aJ:ong the top and bottom guide plates, 
but thls is not the case. As the waves progress, the charges pass from the 
top to the bottom plates by going down the sides" and there are strong 

currents . ...-L 0 
///./'//_~> ) 

r t - Fig. (7-13) 

in the sides of the Nave guide. 
, 

A slot put in the side walls may be a source of heavy radiation. 

Looking down on the wave guide in plan 
-------- --'--'---" _._ .... _-- ----+-

"'* -.~" ~r-----?>r---.,:._.,:t.) +. 

~. :+ ~+tr.+t-:c+ (, . ~ --', =:J'-' = - ~ - f--(--:;;'---') ~-~:~-+ T+: . (7 14) 
I r ('--_____ . .'.- . - _ - ... '. ../ +~~ .. + + F~g. -

---------·r--l- ~I.'!---· ~+ + + 
-; \.... '--- _~ \. "-- ._J ) + ' 

t \~ 
There are circulating J.ines of magnetic vectors. These move along the guide 
as the wave progresses o 

FLM 2/15/51 
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Either the E or H vectors may have components along the direction 
of propagation. If the direction of 

> Z direction of propagation 

propagation is Z, and the electric vector is in the y direction we have 

and 

The wave mode just described is ,a transverse electric ",rave, denoted 
TE. Transverse magnetic waves are denoted 'I'~1. Subscripts are added to 
indicate the number of bmnps or half cycles in the longer and narrower 
(a and b) directions of the guide. Thus TE1,Q represents a transverse 
electric mode ",dth one hump in the a direction, and none in the b 
direction. ' 

/ (See Terman "Radio Engineering 
p 116 et seq for further discussion) 

A circular wave guide can be used. This is convenient, for example, when 
a swivel connection"is desired, to permit rotating a guide, but it is/otherwise 
avoided. The pattern of electric vectors for the dominant mode is thus 

Fig. (7-15) 

In a coaxial circular guide it is possible to have a pattern thus 
, \ 

Fig. (7-16) 

By putting in a metal partition the following mode can be obtained. 

metal partition 

Fig. (7-17) 
FLM 2/15/51 
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One objection t.o a circular guide is .that there is nothing to maintain 
the plane of polarizat.ion, and the power may be hard to pickup, as the plane 
may rotate, due to bends or rougpnesses in the line. 

~or the circular guide for the TE . mode of Fig (7-15) the. cut-off 
wave length is 1,0 

?\ :: 3"hl 4 
.where a is the radius in this case 

The TM mode may be shown 

cr- C-
-~ r' ~ -'-j \ r'" ~-" \ I f I ,r"·--·----' \. I 

-") ! • . ! \ - • 

Fig. (7-13) 

t-+i-++-+ 

In this case the lines are E (vectors terminating in charges on the 
walls, and these rings of charges move down the guide wails. The cut-off 
wave length here is 

~ c = 2.6l r _ 

A circular guide that will transmit this mode will also transmit the 
TEl 0 mode with (t. = 3 .. 41 (' • It would be desirable to prevent both , 
mod,a: occuring. ( 

If diaphragms are put across the cylinder, there. will be reflections. 

If the diaphragms are spaced a limited nUmber of half guide wave 
lengths apart~ the reflections will superimpose and form a standing wave 
pattern,; 

If there are longitudinal E vectors they must end normal to a surface. 
A resonating cavity can be made thus 

,f> l' il I \ ~ 
\. ",---7-

._-----+ 

or by joining a series of such that has art even number of half guide wave 
. lengths • 

FLM 2/15/51 
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Fig. (7-20) 

There can be long~l.tudinal electric waves terminating in the ends~ 
This can happen when ?I =2 .. 61 r , and the length is, immaterial. Since 
this can also transmit () = 3.41 a ,it is necessary to avoid exciting 
the latter wave length. 

", 

FLIvI 2/15/51 
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As an annlog, consider loops as sh.O\·r.1 o 

A varying magnetic field applied to the 
top loop vrLl.l prod.uce H curTent in it. c 

Ttis current has ,e,r. accompanying niagr,etic 
field of which par'~ passes through 
next loa, belcH. 

t.he next loop tmd inc1,uces a current in the 

The conditiom, may be set up in terms o:f }'Iaxwell l s Eque,ticns as follm-m 

Zl 

Hx 
---~-'7 

o .:J o· 0 Co cur::.~ent is flowing normal to the 
plane of the paper (up-i-lards) 

Take axes as s!lo .... m, ",rj,th y normal to the plane of the p2.per. The plane x y 
is then the surfa.ce of the mer..<}'l and z is normal to the surface in tr..e 
d:irection of the c~ept,h, In cd~he.r ,!lords the view 2.bov~s-a~transverse section 
normal to the surfaC·3 x y \ 

.The ffi'lgnetic vectors have a compOllcnt I:L parallel to x. 
~~ 

There are currents :l..y normal to the plane of the paper and r.ormal to lix • 

The electric field ~~-,;r is also normal to the plane of the pape:>:> , and th:'s 
is the only component, of ~l1is fi;:;ld, 

N01v J ::: a-E 
-~ 

(8-2) 

where is the conductivity;, 

This says the current 2.f, proportional to the field and tl1e'-conducth-ity, and is 
only a form of Ohm!s Law ",-pplied to a field, 

This is shown below 

(0 0 A Ohins le,w 

'"'" 
l -->-1 v= IR 

The voltage V is equal to the field E tir.1es the length, or 

V :: E ,l 
The Current I is equal to the Cll.:':::'ent per unit area, J) times tbe area, or 

• I :: JA 

R .- f .- ..J;;:_~ 1 A x 
G'-

The resist<mce 

(u = cOl1ducti'vi ty) 
~ .. ,;,-

->; 
E1 So that = .T A _v 

I 

?-\ 0 1 ) = J 
A v 

",,;..'" and so ·,V = I R 

becomes!:..Z = .:L A L .. Au 
or O ..... 'E - J 

FLM 3/20/50-
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Since a CtE'Te:r:-c driven by a field must be parallel to the field, J 
and ~ can only have CQ1n.poDents in the y directions· 

In copper, ~ D :,--;-- is ah'lays ,« ,} d '[, "C, 

GO the term c) D Cc'ln be neglected. 
at 

The fourth 1113..::or011 Equat:i.on is 

2 Xli:::L + ~J-P.. 
,j't, 

\-lhieh meW be wri tte:r .. 

\j. H:.J ..1- iwK E 
, 0 

In copper, £'or~ 11') C!!l w:wes the last term is only 

For very high froquencies~ e,g" li,sht, this isn't so. 
lengths ho-.,.'ever, the term d D may be neglE'Gted 

so '\lxH .=:J 

(8-6) 

1 of J 
~OOOO 
For technical wave 

(8-7) 

711i3 is t;1e curl of H: which may be expre3sed by the determinant 
I ~ j K'· i I •• 

VxH'" - -
d ~L a 
';;X(jy.jz 

I Ex By Hz 

J (8-8) 

Since the II vector h2.s only an x component., By ::: !:b = 0 
and by the rules for evaluc.ting determinants and the cco::-dinate system assumed 

this reduces to 

() (!:!y,:): J y 

J z 
(8-?) 

This says the r2,te of change of magnetic fieldw:5.th 
proportio!1a1 to the current flowing in the y direction. 

respect to depth is 

The third Haxwe11 

S:x~ 
• 

E'has only a component 

\lxE - -

equation is 

.=: 

in 

-~B 
C)t 

the y direction 

i j k 

_:3 _d a 
.,j x ay c>Z 

Ex Ey Ez 

reduces to 

(8":"10) 

(8-11) 

with §.,X a~d ~z = 
-(j E 

. --y 
'.'< ~ Z 

o , this 

- ~ d 
-::--t )AQ 

i\/Jt ( a.nd since H = e to -i I..AJ LA H, ......... 8-12) -x .) r ,Q -:X . 
d 

FLM 3/~OJ50 
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(The i heTe is 11-1 , not the~~; that is the unit vector in the x d5.recticn in 
the dete:-minant) 

NO'.f §y:=:L "'_. 
from (8-4.) 

cend J .:= _~ E,L 
() Z 

from ($.-9) 

so E 
"-q 

(8···].h.) 
" 

Sc from (8-12) and (8-14) we get, 

This is of the ferm 

:) 2 ,x _ 
~.- -+- A - 0 (') z,:... ! X 

,{hieh has the solution 

,,[hence 

H -x 

x :: Ae i Va' z 
i 

i l/ i(lJ/·L[T r.; , 

=: C: e 

C ± If -vL4(( .. r z =1 e r / . 

whie;h gives H., as a function cfz --u. 

(2-16) 

Note that -r.~- appears in the exponent of e" 
What this means may be a.rri vcd at by leoking at the following diagram, I-A 1i = 1.+:\ 

// \ -V'2 
-P- in 

Since i = e /2 

-Vi ..... " i'Tl/4 
iwt 

This can be separated in'~a recel a,nd imagir.ary parts~ When we use e for 
representing en al'c,erna.ting sinusoidal cur'rent, only tho real part is used for 
the voltage cw..d the irr;.aginary pal'l:, gives the phase .angle 

So H = A e x 

H~~ = A e 
"'" 

(8-18) 

This shows tr.at the magnetic field decreases exponentially with the depth 
and that there is a phase change e The radical has both plus and mi~l(rs: vaJ:-.~,~9 
mathematically but the plus vall.l'e has no physical meamng o .'=':-

"'-"~' 

FLM 3/20/50 
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It would :Lnc1.icate that the field increased inde.fid.te1y "ritl1 d8pth~ which 
is not reasonable. This merely shaHs that the mathe"natics doesn1t kno ..... that 
there is{l 't,a field on bt)th sidf3s of the surface, and that there is no sou:~ce 
of cnergy be~1ee,:0h t.he surra.ce o 

If viG 

(8-18) becomes 

H .- (Ao 
x 

= (1 (8-19) 

(8-20) 

J is called the sk::.n depth, and repTesents the eC:,ui valent de~)th of the sldn 
that would hJ.ve the same rBsist.ance if the current ",rere being carried 
unifol"J1'lly across the crOSG· section c Another way to look at this is to consider 

c! as the depth at. which the current has been reduced in value to l/e of its 
va:Lt:.8 at the sUl~face ~ 

From (B~19) it w::JJ. be no~ed that if the conductiv::.ty is reduced from 
100% to 90% or is r educed lC~b, the pOl-ler loss is increased 5~; ~ since the 
skin depth incre~"se3 5% while the conductivity is decreased 10% .. 

Note also that 
.~\. varies as 1 ..... 

At 60 cycle~, ~-:: 1 inch 
and at 12 megacycles (S = 0 0 00075 inch 

On very large con0.uctc:;,'s, even for 60 cycles it is desirable to subdivide the 
conductors to avoid havi.r.g material that is not acting at good efficiency.", 

For very high freq11encies, only a small thiclmess c2.rries the currenJ
::, 0 

It is conseqt1_e~:tly n8cessary to keep the surface smooth in trie direction of 
current flow 

---~~-"-'------r c5 
Even very fine emery paper produce::; gr·)oves relatively lCl.rge compared to 0 
at 12 megacycles,. This increases the length of the current path. 

If the conc~uctivity test is made at too high a fr3qU(3ncy" it will indicate 
highe:::- relative 1?8ses than wi·ll cc·~ur at 10~Ner f:req'...~encies ~ 

In the db11.ance·d J the current has dropped to i/e of its surface values 
and the powsr has c.ropped to 10;'; of the total" With ~av-ities of veT'y high 
Q, the effect of the losses due to too thin slans cannot be ignored until the 

. power loss is less than 10.-5 of the totalo The higher the Q, the greater 
"I --zITunber of effective skin depths are necessary to get the Qo 

y 

Forcoppe~' an~ 12 ~e~acycles 
lJJ = 2 .L.2 x .1_0 

. /(Ao = 4 x 10:-7 

fT 

Fil-! 3/20/51 

...... 

1 ------j-
le7 xlC'+ 

mhos/meter 
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These values substituted in (8-19) give the sl<;i.n d8pth in meters" 

This r educes to the follo,;[inC -LO give the skin depth in inches 

vlhere f is the frequency i.n rr:egacycleo (8-21) 

Gi ven the magnetic field at the edge of a cond-ucting sheet, ho,v do we 
determine the loss? 

\ve had. 
J =(jE 

c~rrent = conductivity x Field. 

from which 

Power 
por l!nit 
volume 

,. 

(8-2) 

(8-22) 

This follows from the definition of the condvctivity and Ohms La"., 

L~_ I PI :=:71 

jin : WI) 'r I 
J '--7 

The resistance of a one meter cube is 1 and Ohmrs Law 
<T 

P ::: J2R become~~ 
P = ~,2 

cr 
For altel'nating currents, the current value to be taken is the 

In fields, it is usual to talk about pe~k values insteCld of Rol1.S. 
for sin€'. waves the peak va1ue = Y2 times the R.M~S. val1le, (8-22) 
take the form 

(8--23) 

R.M.S. valueo 

and r>ince 
must 

Now the current will vary w:i_th depth belo~., the l.'ll.rfClce in the same manner 
as the field v~ries as given by (8-20), so we can write 

''lhence -

FU13/20/5l 

- Z ;T - J e 
at any dept.~1 _ -Cl,t, -surfa.ce ~ 

') 

J'" peak = J2 peak 
at any 
cJ.€;pth 

at surface· 

2 r"-
P - J surface J 

- 2 cr-- t 
~. 

-27.; 
e'O dz 

- l z iu,Jt 
e d .e 

(8-24) 

-(8-25) 
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This is the power per unit area of surface 

< 2. P ~ ~~ __ J surface 
2 c;--

This permits computing the losses if the surface current density is known. 
Frequently the surface current is not known, but the integral of the current 
at various depths is kno"~. 

,- - z iz I 

'J -I e J surface I e e r dz d J 

= J surface J 
1 + i 

I is Amperes per meter width 

J surface is Amperes /meter2 

In magnitude 

III = /J surfacel~ -V2--
P ... 12 

2-veJ 

(8-26) 

(8-27) 

If we have so many amperes per square meter, how many watts loss? 

Total Current I DC total field H 

00000 

,,;) 0 ~ " 0 . . . . , .... , 

fIi 0 dL = I for 1 meter length 

H = Total current enclo~ed 

If we know the current we can compute H or vice versa (li may be measured 
with a loop) -

.J... ~ (A}-loW) H 
= (~pow) 1 (8...;28) 

If I = 100 Amperes/inch, = 4000 Amperes / meter 

(8-28) gives the voltage in a loop of Area Ao Consider the loop and its 
connection to the 1nstrument as a transmission line or put the voltage 
measuring instrument close to the loopo This can be done in effect by putting 
a diode rectifier at the loop, thus 

FLM 3/20/51 

_'--_--,-_Jlk-IOOP 

1-,' 
lillS- coaxial cable for D.C. 

I 

-..:~_ --, ~ ~~"='"~ __ -:- •• _~_ , ... ~~_ -=-~~.~ -_~' .. _"""-r ... .,...._ ,,_ ....... , .. ~.~_, ..... ~:.--------:_". _ ~?-....-........-;",-:--- •. q-.• ",.----.. .. -"-~:-_-"--'-"-"~~-~-;-'~-~r""~1--" ..... -,...--. . .---v--"""'''~'_;_'': -'-",; .-,....~ - """PIl'-;~~;,-~~~,,~;-::"";-_:,-~~~.,-"',:::~;l(,.:~:r"::r6)~~ 

"'. r. ''':'.; , 
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OthE";r mea~"lS are to termina,te the transrnisdon line at its characteristic 
impedanr,e O!~ USE- a ViJ,cuwn tube volt metero 

• 
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